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Abstract
Listeria spp. are often isolated from raw and processed food products. Listeria monocytogenes is
responsible for death rates of 10 to 30% in immune compromised people; it can also infect a vast range
of animals. There are numerous reports of poultry harboring or becoming infected with L.
monocytogenes. First, this research assessed the ability of L. monocytogenes to replicate within chicken
macrophages. Using the gentamicin-killing assay, a cell culture of chicken macrophage-like cells (HD11)
were infected with two strains of L. monocytogenes individually (EGD-e and Scott A). Results show that
unlike data on mouse macrophages, intracellular L. monocytogenes do not reduce (P<0.05) chicken
macrophage viability until after 11 hours post-infection. While requiring a number of essential nutrients to
grow, Listeria spp. have unique metabolic and regulatory networks which allow them to survive a variety
of extreme conditions including low pH, high osmotic pressure, desiccation, and starvation. Second, this
research extended previous work on starvation. L. monocytogenes strains EGD-e, Scott A, HCC23, and
F2365 were starved individually at 4°C in sterile water with 100 rpm agitation for up to 6 weeks. Spread
and track plate counts indicate populations slowly died off. In addition, starved cells were subjected to a
number of metabolic inhibitors. The results suggest that cells are gaining energy in the form of ATP
between glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate and phosphoenolpyruvate in glycolysis. Further research on the
ATP production and other active metabolic processes under starvation should be undertaken to explore
the metabolic capabilities of these cells. This research has implications for why L. monocytogenes show
up in some food products and not others. In addition, it highlights the strain-to-strain variation of L.
monocytogenes.
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I.

Introduction

The soil microorganism Listeria monocytogenes is also an animal and human pathogen (Vivant, Garmyn,
and Piveteau 2013). It most frequently afflicts humans via food sources (Swaminathan and Gerner-Smidt
2007), although it also is acquired nosocomially. While L. monocytogenes can infect healthy individuals,
invasive listeriosis is more likely to develop in immune-incompetent people, including pregnant women,
children, elderly, AIDs patients, and transplant recipients (Hof 2003; Swaminathan and Gerner-Smidt
2007). Outcomes can include meningitis, bacteremia, and death. Due to its unique ability to multiply at
refrigeration temperatures (Ryser and Marth 2007), L. monocytogenes has become a major food-borne
pathogen in the U.S., contributing to countless packaged food recalls, up to 1500 illnesses, and more
than 200 deaths a year (Scallan et al. 2011). It is a very versatile organism which while it can act as an
animal pathogen in many species, can also be assymptomatically carried by both farm and wild animals,
including XXX (Seeliger 1961; Hoelzer, Pouillot, and Dennis 2012).
While much research has been done on listeriosis and Listeria spp. in farm animals (Hoelzer,
Pouillot, and Dennis 2012), very little of this research effort has focused on poultry. Turkeys have been
investigated as potential reservoirs of L. monocytogenes (Huff et al. 2005; Huff et al. 2008; Huff et al.
2009). L. monocytogenes can sequester within turkey synovial joints as reservoirs within the bird (Huff et
al. 2009). Little is known about chickens as a potential reservoir. In Listerial pathogenesis, macrophages
of multiple species, a type of white blood cell, have been demonstrated to serve as a harborage site in the
body after passing through the lining of the gastrointestinal tract (Cossart 2011). Work with human,
rodent, and bovine macrophages have contributed to our understanding of how L. monocytogenes
escapes macrophage phagolysosomes, multiplies in macrophage cytosols, erupts out of macrophages,
enters the bloodstream, and migrates to other locations in the body. However, little is known about its
interaction with poultry macrophages and how L. monocytogenes might survive. The HD11 chicken
macrophage-like cell line is one of the few chicken macrophage lines cultivated in vitro and has been
used extensively to study other bacterial pathogens (He, Genovese, and Kogut 2011; Wisner, Potter, and
Köster 2011). We chose two different strains of L. monocytogenes (EGD-e and Scott A) to see how they
might differ in their effect on, and reaction to, HD11 cells (Jarvis, Donaldson, et al. 2016). These results
demonstrate that these test strains of L. monocytogenes are not only able to survive in HD11 cells but
1

also that these strains prevent further HD11 growth and are eventually able to escape from the host
macrophage cell.
Limited nutrient conditions are frequently encountered by L. monocytogenes in certain farm, food
processing, and urban environments (Sauders et al. 2012). If L. monocytogenes is able to survive in
these starvation conditions, which it can under certain conditions, then there is a greater risk that it will
contaminate food products. Nutrient limitation can be studied from a number of approaches including:
defined and minimal media (Jarvis, O’Bryan, et al. 2016), long-term stationary phase (Finkel 2006; Bruno
Jr. and Freitag 2011), and complete starvation (Herbert and Foster 2001; Lungu et al. 2010). Previous
researchers have investigated complete nutrient starvation of L. monocytogenes at 37°C (Herbert and
Foster 2001), 23°C (Lungu et al. 2010), and at 4°C (Dykes 1999; Dykes and Withers 1999), usually under
buffered conditions. Using L. monocytogenes strains Scott A and EGD-e, in addition to HCC23 and
F2365, we studied the influence of complete nutrient starvation at 4°C under unbuffered conditions.
These results suggest continual metabolism of L. monocytogenes when starving and provide evidence for
a heterogeneous population of cells and an indication of continued viability during prolonged starvation.
A.
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II.

Listeria monocytogenes infection of HD11, chicken macrophage-like cells

Jarvis NA, Donaldson JR, O’Bryan CA, Ricke SC, Crandall PG. 2016. Listeria monocytogenes infection of
HD11, chicken macrophage-like cells. Poult. Sci. Under review.
A.

Abstract

Listeria monocytogenes can be carried by and infect poultry, although the clinical disease in birds is rare.
Escape from macrophage phagocytosis as a key step in pathogenesis for L. monocytogenes. Therefore,
we investigated the infection of the chicken macrophage-like cell line HD11 with two strains of L.
monocytogenes EGD-e and Scott A. After infection, L. monocytogenes was quantified by spread plating
and HD11 was quantified with trypan blue exclusion stain before enumeration. The standard macrophage
killing protocols require washing the cell monolayers three times with PBS, which was found to negatively
influence HD11 monolayers. Maximum bacterial densities within macrophages were not different between
the two Listeria strains. HD11 required more than 11 hours to effectively reduce intracellular L.
monocytogenes Scott A, and Scott A was more susceptible to HD11 killing than EGD-e. It appears that
Listeria infection initially causes attenuation of HD11 growth and infected HD11 cells do not begin to lyse
until at least 11 hours post-infection. These results suggest that there are subtle strain to strain
differences in response to HD11 macrophage phagocytosis. The long lead-time required for HD11 to kill
L. monocytogenes cells means that there is sufficient time available for chicken macrophages to circulate
in the blood and transfer the intracellular Listeria to multiple tissues.

B.

Key words: Listeria monocytogenes, macrophage, HD11, poultry
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C.

Introduction

The soil-borne bacterium Listeria monocytogenes can be pathogenic to both humans and animals
(Seeliger, 1961; Hoelzer et al., 2012). Although listeriosis is rare in birds it is thought that as many as
33% of seemingly healthy birds harbor L. monocytogenes and shed the organism in their feces (Dijkstra,
1976). However, Milillo et al. (2012) observed that less than 1% of ceca of pasture raised broilers were
positive for Listeria and only 5% of environmental samples were positive for Listeria before introduction of
birds. In addition to being widespread in the environment, L. monocytogenes is a facultative, intracellular
pathogen that can persist and multiply in cells of the hosts’ immune, monocyte-macrophage system
(Goldfine and Wadsworth, 2002; Kuhn and Goebel, 2007) as well as in enterocytes, hepatocytes and
various protozoa (Ly and Muller, 1990; Cossart et al., 2003). The pathogenesis of L. monocytogenes’
involves phagocytosis of the bacterium by the hosts’ macrophages or other phagocytic cells (Kuhn and
Goebel, 2007). Mackaness (1962) was the first to demonstrate that L. monocytogenes is able to survive
and multiply in macrophages.

Several things can happen to bacteria that are phagocytized by macrophages including death of
the bacterium (Duclos and Desjardins, 2000). When L. monocytogenes are internalized they are either
killed or escape into the cytosol (Drevets et al., 2001; Cossart, 2011). The pore-forming protein
listeriolysin O (LLO) mediates escape from the vacuole; mutants that lack LLO do not escape from a
vacuole and may survive in tissue culture cell lines, but do not grow (Vazquez-Boland et al., 2001).
Macrophages that are infected with L. monocytogenes can then serve as vectors for invasion of the
central nervous system (Drevets et al., 2001).

L. monocytogenes grows in a wide variety of tissue culture cells and numerous in vitro
experiments have used various established mammalian cell lines for these studies. For instance
enterocyte-like Caco-2 cells, adenocarcinoma HT-29, epithelial Henle 407 and L2 cell lines have been
used to simulate the intestinal barrier (Pine et al., 1991; Van Langendonck et al., 1998; Roche et al.,
2001). Other cell lines, including hepatocyte Hep-G2, macrophage-like J774 and fibroblast L929 have
been used to simulate what happens to L. monocytogenes after it has passed through the intestinal
barrier (Chakraborty et al., 1994; Roberts et al., 2005). An in vitro chicken host cell model, HD11, has
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been developed to investigate immune responses to other pathogens such as Salmonella (Ciraci et al.,
2010) and compare differences among serovars (He et al., 2012). The HD11 cell line is a macrophagelike cell created by transforming chicken hematopoietic cells with avian myelocytomatosis type MC29
virus (Beug et al., 1979; Leutz et al., 1988). The HD11 cells have been shown to phagocytize Salmonella
Typhimurium and S. Enteritidis (with an MOI of 25) reducing the inoculum by approximately 2 log CFU/ml
in 3 hours and about 4 log CFU/ml in about 24 hours (Wisner et al., 2011). Since listeriosis is a very
uncommon disease of poultry we investigated the survival of L. monocytogenes strains EGD-e and Scott
A in the HD11 cell line over 24 hours. In addition, due to initial infection experiments, we also evaluated
the influence of three washing methods on HD11 for keeping the monolayers intact.

D.

Materials and methods

Bacterial Cells
L. monocytogenes strains Scott A and EGD-e from the culture collection of the Center for Food
Safety (University of Arkansas) were stored in tryptic soy broth (TSB; Becton, Dickinson and Company,
Franklin Lakes, NJ) with 15% glycerol at -80°C. An overnight culture was prepared by taking one colony
from a quadrant streak on tryptic soy agar (TSA; Becton, Dickinson and Company) and inoculating 5 ml of
TSB which was incubated at 37°C with shaking. Bacterial cultures were centrifuged (Eppendorf 5415C
centrifuge) at 16,000 x g for 2 to 3 minutes, washed twice and resuspended in phosphate buffered saline
(PBS). Washed cells were diluted in PBS to an Abs600 values less than 0.2 (Beckman DU-640
spectrophotometer). Standard curves were prepared by plotting CFU/ml versus Abs600 of PBS-washed
cells. Washed bacterial suspensions were added to warm, prepared D10F to achieve an approximate
multiplicity of infection (MOI) of 10:1. Bacteria in infection time series were quantified by spread plate
counts on duplicate TSA plates using appropriate serial 10-fold dilutions. L. monocytogenes growth in
D10F at 37°C over 24-hours was quantified with track plating (Jett et al., 1997).

Animal Cells
The chicken macrophage-like line, HD11, transformed with avian myelocytomatosis type
MC29 virus (Beug et al., 1979; Leutz et al., 1988) obtained from M. Kogut (ARS, SPARC, USDA, College
Station, TX) was used for all experiments. HD11 was grown at 37°C with 5% CO2 in D10F medium which
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contained DMEM with high glucose (4,500 mg/L glucose, 4 mM L glutamine, Hyclone and Gibco), 1%
MEM NEAA (Gibco), and 10% fetal bovine serum (Gibco). Except when expressly stated otherwise,
HD11 cells were removed from culture flasks or wells with 0.25% trypsin-EDTA (1x) with phenol red
(Gibco). Experiments involving washing the cells revealed that seeding 24-well plates with 1x105 cells per
well and allowing growth just until confluence resulted in HD11 loss during washing. Therefore, cells were
seeded at approximately 1x106 cells per well in 24-well plates the night before an experiment, creating an
almost confluent layer of cells. Adherence to the plastic occurred between 1 and 3 hours post-seeding.
One 24-well plate was used for each time point. The morning of the experiment, 3 extra wells were
enumerated to estimate the bacterial cell density required for inoculation.

Effects of Washing on HD11
Initial infection experiments with HD11 involved seeding wells with approximately 1x105 cells per
well of a 24-well plate and allowing growth until approximately confluent, which took on the average 3 to 4
days. It was observed that HD11 cells were lost during the washing process, no matter how gently it was
performed, some of the lawn of HD11 lost its adherence to the well and were discarded in the
supernatant. The question arose as to whether this loss of adhesion was due to the L. monocytogenes
infection of the HD11 or just to the physical abrasion of the washing procedure itself. To determine the
effects of the washing procedure and reagents on HD11 layers the following experiments were carried
out: all 24 wells of a 24-well tissue culture plate were seeded with approximately 1x105 per well in D10F.
After the layers reached confluence (3-4 days) the following treatments were applied: 6 wells had the
D10F removed and were washed three times with cell PBS, 6 wells had the D10F removed and were
washed one time with cell PBS, 6 wells had the D10F removed and were washed 3 times with D10F, and
the final 6 wells only had their D10F removed (no washing was performed). All 24 wells then were
trypsinized and enumerated with Trypan Blue in a hemocytometer using a reverse phase-contrast
microscope. The experiment was repeated twice.

Infection Time Series
To begin the infection, the D10F on the HD11 was gently aspirated in a manner to remove any
loosely adhered or planktonic HD11. L. monocytogenes-inoculated D10F was added to the well (1.0 ml
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total) and the plate was incubated at 37°C with 5% CO2 for 1 hour. Wells were always infected starting
with the latest time point working backwards to the shortest one, i.e. time point 23 was infected first, then
11, 9, 7, 5, 3, 1, and 0 hours post-infection (post-uptake). After the one hour of infection, the infected
D10F was gently removed by aspiration as before and 1 ml of D10F containing 100 µg/ml of gentamicin
(D10FG; Donaldson et al., 2011) was added to each well; time point 0 did not receive D10FG.

At the appropriate time point, the D10FG was aspirated, and the HD11 washed with cell PBS.
One well per strain received 1 ml of 0.1% Triton X-100 to lyse the HD11 and release the L.
monocytogenes from the macrophage’s cytosol and phagolysosomes. One well per strain received D10F
so that the HD11 could be removed with cell scrapers (for biological-experimental replicates 2, 3, and 4).
A third well per strain received 0.2 ml of 0.25% trypsin-EDTA. The plate was incubated for 5 to 8 minutes
to loosen cells with trypsin. Eight-hundred microliters sterile water were added to the trypsin containing
well to neutralize the enzyme. Then a cell scraper was used to remove cells from the well containing
D10F. Control wells of uninfected HD11 were also removed with trypsin. Samples which were removed
with trypsin or with cell scrapers were diluted 1:2 with Trypan blue and counted with a hemocytometer
under a phase-contrast microscope. Because samples containing HD11 were infected with viable L.
monocytogenes, in between each sample the hemocytometer was rinsed into a waste container with
dH2O and then submerged in 70% EtOH for at least 5 minutes before being dried with kimwipes and
loaded with the next sample. Samples from the wells which received 0.1% Triton X-100 were serially
diluted in PBS and spread plated in duplicate on TSA plates to quantify viable L. monocytogenes.
Duplicate plate counts were averaged, multiplied by the dilution factor and log-transformed for Log CFU
ml-1 counts.

Infection negative controls
All reagents were plated on TSA to confirm sterility. One-hundred microliters of the D10FG being
removed from the wells was plated in triplicate to confirm efficacy of the gentamicin. All of these plates for
the first experimental replicate had rings of growth at the outer edges of the plates (Figure 1) indicating
that there were planktonic L. monocytogenes cells present. Wisner et al. (2011) experienced similar
results with Salmonella. We used their control experimental procedures for the second, third, and fourth
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biological-experimental replicates to determine whether spontaneous gentamicin resistance was
occurring or whether pieces of HD11 membrane were protecting the bacteria from the gentamicin. Briefly,
400 µl of the combined D10FG were mixed with 45 µl of 1% Triton X-100 in a microfuge tube and
incubated at 37°C for at least 3 hours and then plated as before.

Statistical Analysis

Four independent, biological repetitions were run; the first including only time points 0, 1, 3, 5, 7,
and 23 hours post-gentamicin. The first also did not include cells removed by the cell scrapers. Data was
analyzed in JMP Pro 12.0.1 (SAS Institute Inc, Cary, NC) with analysis of variance (ANOVA) to determine
whether differences across time points or strains existed and with Tukey HSD at P<0.05.

E.

Results and discussion
The presence of L. monocytogenes colonies on plates from the gentamicin containing D10F wells

(Fig. 1) suggested that either spontaneous gentamicin mutants were developing or that the L.
monocytogenes cells were being protected from the gentamicin treatment. Wisner et al (2011) observed
similar apparent survival of Salmonella after gentamicin treatment when infecting HD11 cells. They
treated the samples with 1% Triton X-100 and incubated them for 30 min and compared them to samples
not treated with the detergent; after treatment Salmonella was recovered only from media fractions
without Triton X-100. Since Triton X-100 disrupts eukaryotic, but not bacterial, cell membranes, they
concluded that surviving Salmonella were contained within eukaryotic cell membranes. Kaneko et al
(2013) observed that L. monocytogenes escaping from liver parenchymal cells were coated with the
plasma membrane which protected them from gentamicin action. All of our incubated controls were
negative for L. monocytogenes growth.

Washing of HD11 monolayers which had grown to confluence from 1x105 cells per ml was only
influenced by washing with cell PBS three times (P<0.01; Fig 2). Washing with D10F three times or once
with cell PBS did not cause the same reduction in cell numbers. This suggests that the difference in
composition between cell PBS and D10F was the cause of the sloughing of the cells from adhering to the
plastic wells. Because of these results, we chose to only rinse HD11 monolayers once in cell PBS or
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D10F. Comparing the use of trypsin and cell scrapers to remove infected-HD11 revealed large reductions
in viable HD11 counts using cell scrapers (Fig 3). In addition, we did not observe differences between
strains of EGD-e and Scott A. The use of cell scrapers to remove HD11 monolayers would only be
appropriate if the experimenter did not want to count the number of HD11.

When grown in D10F medium, the maximum population densities of the two L. monocytogenes
strains were not significantly different (Fig 4). Qualitatively, it appears that growth of L. monocytogenes
Scott A in D10F medium reached peak density more quickly than did EGD-e (Fig 4). However using a
Student’s t-test, there were no differences between the two strains at any time point; the P-value between
the two strains for time point 24 is only marginally significant at 0.0486. This pattern was also seen in the
infection experiments (Fig 6). This would suggest there is a measurable biological difference between the
two strains of L. monocytogenes. It would also suggest that this difference is not due to something
inherent to the HD11 that Scott A is interacting with differently than EGD-e. This finding leaves open to
speculation whether growth in D10F medium should be used to determine the in vivo growth
characteristics such as growth rates. Additional research could be designed to compare the growth of
these strains in other tissue culture media to see if similar patterns exist, or whether these findings are
unique to D10F.

We did not observe significant strain effects on HD11 counts (Fig. 5). However, after 23 hours
both strains did significantly reduce the HD 11 counts (P<0.05) as compared to non-infected HD11
controls. This suggests either that the Listeria inhibited the growth of HD11 or caused their lysis. Due to
the large variation in the counts it would be interesting to repeat the experiment with a larger number
(n=30) biological replicates to increase the statistical discriminating power. This could reveal differences
earlier in the infection process and clarify a stepwise progress of halting the growth of HD11 before
resulting in HD11 lysis. Blebbing, where the membrane bulges out of the normal cell shape, was
observed in some of the infected cells, in addition to more variance in cell size. HD11 also experiences
blebbing when stimulated with ODN 2006 (Xie et al., 2003), a “synthetic unmethylated CpG
oligodeoxynucleotide,” and when infected with an avian reovirus S1133 (Pertile et al., 1996).
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Both strains of L. monocytogenes increased approximately 0.75 log CFU/ml after phagocytosis
inside HD11cells (Fig. 6). Donaldson et al (2011) observed similar results in J774A.1 murine
macrophages. Qualitatively, Scott A reached maximum population density earlier than EGD-e, but further
experimentation with a larger sample size would be required to show if this difference was significant. In
addition, the concentration of Scott A was approximately 0.75 log CFU/ml lower (P<0.05) at the end of the
experiment than EGD-e. Scott A was also approximately 1 log CFU/ml lower (P<0.05) than its starting
density at the end of the experiment, while EGD-e returned to its original cell density. Pierce et al (1996)
observed loss of mouse peritoneal macrophages after 9 hours in contrast to over 11 hours with HD11.
This could be a difference between host sources, the strains used, or the activation or stimulation of the
macrophages. They also observed an approximately 1.5 log CFU/ml increase in L. monocytogenes over
9 hours (Pierce et al., 1996). It is possible that this strain variation is representative of differences which
exist in vivo in hosts and might explain why some strains clear hosts and some do not. Ahn et al (2014)
found a 1 log CFU reduction in one strain of L. monocytogenes after 24 hours of infection of HD11 cells.
We did not observe differences between the two strains influence on the HD11, but both strains
eventually lysed the host HD11 cells. Whether this was caused by L. monocytogenes escaping from the
macrophages and causing them to rupture or by an autophagic pathway is not known.

While it appears that the macrophages are capable of killing the phagocytosed L. monocytogenes
Scott A, we speculated that this observed effect was actually due to the decreased number of HD11.
This is based on the rationale that HD11 were lysing and thus exposing the intracellular L.
monocytogenes to the gentamicin in the D10F, and dying, giving the appearance of being killed by the
HD11. The ratio of bacteria to HD11 reveals how many bacteria each HD11 cell contained over time (Fig.
7). The variability in the data prevented making definitive conclusions regarding EGD-e-infected HD11.
However, we were able to determine was that there no difference between EGD-e and Scott A at any
time point. Even with the loss of Scott A-infected HD11 due to lysis, those HD11 which remained were
able to reduce the levels of intracellular Scott A (P<0.05). It is noteworthy that significant reductions in the
infective dose of Listeria were not observed until 23-hours post infection. This finding further substantiates
that there was sufficient time for the macrophages to circulate in the host and disseminate the bacterium.
It also means that further work should be extended to at least 24 hours to retrieve accurate information on
11

the decline phase. The work of Nightingale et al (2007) found that growth conditions (37°C with shaking
versus 30°C without shaking) influenced (P<0.05) invasion of Caco-2 cells. It would be interesting to
consider whether this is also true for HD11. Also of future interest would be to evaluate whether those few
HD11 which remained intact with intracellular L. monocytogenes present eventually succumbed to their
infection or whether these HD11 managed to continue to fulfill their mission to contain and destroy the
Listeria.
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H. Tables and Figures

Figure 1: D10FG control plates exhibiting growth of L. monocytogenes in rings.
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Figure 2: Effect of washing on 1x105 seeded HD11 in 24-well plate grown to confluence
(~1x106, 3-4 days) by treatment: 1 ml D10F three times, cell PBS once, cell PBS three times, or
no washing control. Repetition 1 represented by dots and repetition 2 by Xs. Letters indicate
difference (P<0.05 JMP)
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Figure 3: Percent differences in L. monocytogenes-infected HD11 chicken macrophage-like cell
counts between removal with 0.25% trypsin and cell scrapers, as quantified by trypan blue
exclusion with a hemocytometer and phase contrast microscope (JMP, SAS Institute, Inc.).
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Figure 4: Growth of L. monocytogenes EGD-e and Scott A in D10F medium at 37°C over 24hours using the plate track plating method of Jett et al (1997). Upper-case letters indicate
differences (P<0.05; JMP; Tukey-HSD) between time points for strains individually. Bars
represent standard deviations of 3 independent experimental replicates, except for time points 4
and 24 of Scott A which each are based on data from two experimental replicates due to
improper dilutions and plating for those two time points for one experimental replicate.
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Figure 5: Counts of HD11 chicken macrophage-like cell counts infected with L. monocytogenes
strain EGD-e or Scott A (control HD11 treated with D10FG growth medium), as quantified by
trypan blue exclusion with a hemocytometer and phase contrast microscope, over time. Bars
within time points with different upper-case letters represent significant differences (P<0.05; std.
deviation. JMP, SAS Institute, Inc.).
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Figure 6: Log CFU / ml of L. monocytogenes strains EGD-e and Scott A in HD11 chicken
macrophage-like line over time, as determined by plating on TSA. Time represents hours post
1-hour infection and subsequent application of gentamicin in D10F growth medium. Bars with
different lower-case letters represent significant differences between time points for a strain and
upper-case letters between strains for a single time point (P<0.05; std. deviation. JMP, SAS
Institute, Inc.).
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Figure 7: Ratio of number of L. monocytogenes strains EGD-e and Scott A to number of HD11
cells over time. Time represents hours post 1-hour infection and subsequent application of
gentamicin in D10F growth medium. Bars with different lower-case letters represent significant
differences between time points for a strain; no differences were observed between strains for a
single time point (P<0.05; std. deviation. JMP, SAS Institute, Inc.).
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A review of minimal and defined media for growth of Listeria monocytogenes

Jarvis NA, O’Bryan CA, Ricke SC, Johnson MG, Crandall PG. 2016. A review of minimal and defined
media for growth of Listeria monocytogenes. Food Control 66:256–269.
A.

Abstract

Listeria monocytogenes is known to be an important foodborne pathogen and is the causative agent of
one of the deadliest foodborne illnesses. The organism has a wide range of environmental conditions
under which it will survive and grow, and often contaminates processing plants and retail environments in
which ready-to-eat foods are manufactured, prepared and served. Although L. monocytogenes is not a
fastidious organism and can grow in a variety of rich media, defined and minimal media are necessary to
elucidate the minimal environmental nutrients that are required for the survival and growth of this
organism. In addition, many of the virulence factors required for L. monocytogenes to invade and multiply
in mammalian host cells are not produced in rich media and thus induction of these factors is best studied
in a minimal medium. This review covers the historical development of minimal media for Listeria spp. and
explores the various factors required for survival and growth of this organism. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first time that these media have been compared side by side. In order to better
compare studies using different chemical substrates such as a different carbon source, all concentrations
of components in each medium have been converted to molar concentrations.

B.

Keywords: Listeria, defined media, minimal media, growth, physiology, nutrition
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C.

Introduction
The genus Listeria consists of seventeen species: L. monocytogenes, L. ivanovii, L. innocua, L.

welshimeri, L. seeligeri, and L. grayi, L. marthii, L. rocourtiae, L. fleischmannii, L. weihenstephanensis, L.
floridensis, L. aquatica, L. cornellensis, L. riparia, L. grandensis, L. booriae, and L. newyorkensis, all of
which are widespread in nature and can often be found in soil, decaying plants, sewage, silage, dust,
and water (Sauders & Wiedmann, 2007; Weller, Andrus, Wiedmann, & den Bakker, 2015). Because of
this extensive distribution, L. monocytogenes and other Listeria spp. regularly contaminate the receiving,
handling, and processing areas of food manufacturing establishments. Urban environments have also
been identified as reservoirs including sidewalks, door handles, signs, and grab rails (Sauders et al.,
2012). While L. seeligeri and L. welshimeri are mostly associated with natural environments, L. innocua
and L. monocytogenes are often identified in urban environments (Sauders et al., 2012). Only two of the
species, L. monocytogenes and L. ivanovii, are considered pathogenic for animals, with L.
monocytogenes being predominantly associated with human illnesses such as meningitis, encephalitis,
and sepsis (Painter & Slutsker, 2007; Scallan et al., 2011).
How and why certain strains and species of Listeria persist in specific environments or prefer one
type of host over another is a complex question. It has been shown that L. innocua is often able to
outgrow L. monocytogenes when they are cultured together under some enrichment conditions and that
certain L. monocytogenes strains will outcompete other strains (Bruhn, Vogel, & Gram, 2005; MacDonald
& Sutherland, 1994). It has also been shown that rich/complex media or easily convertible carbohydrates
suppress transcription of some of the virulence genes of L. monocytogenes (Gray, Freitag, & Boor, 2006).
While Listeria does require a number of essential nutrients, which will be described later in this review, it
is not overly fastidious or difficult to cultivate, and can often be regularly cultured in common rich media
such as tryptic soy broth (TSB) or brain heart infusion (BHI). Yeast extract is added to certain media at
0.6 %, although it is not obligatory (Lavieri et al., 2014). Before a selective medium became available, a
cold enrichment was employed when isolating L. monocytogenes from food, animal specimens, or
environmental samples to take advantage of the ability of Listeria to grow under refrigerated conditions
(Donnelly & Nyachuba, 2007). While outside the scope of this review, several reviews have been
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published on media for the isolation and identification of Listeria spp. (Beumer & Hazeleger, 2003; Curtis
& Lee, 1995; Jantzen et al., 2006). In the current review a general background on media definitions and
growth measurements typically used will be provided followed by an in-depth examination of minimal
media development and uses for L. monocytogenes growth studies.
D.

Growth media – general concepts
Complex media are frequently used to cultivate microorganisms due to their ease of preparation

and their ability to recover isolates from a wide range of ecosystems. Complex media contain extracts of
plant or animal tissue, such as peptone or tryptone, as well as a sugar (often glucose) to serve as an
energy source; the exact composition of complex media is not fully defined (Lim, 2003). The variability of
media constituents and the difficulty of quantifying these components makes a defined medium (DM) the
choice when there is a need to control certain nutrients or to elucidate metabolic mechanisms (Greasham
& Herber, 1997). A defined medium is a medium suitable for in vitro growth of an organism that is made
with chemically defined ingredients that are carefully measured into distilled water; the exact composition
of these media are known (Lim, 2003). Defined media contain a simple sugar as a carbon and energy
source, an inorganic source of nitrogen as well as mineral salts and any required growth factors (Lim,
2003). In contrast, a minimal medium (MM) provides only the exact essential nutrients (including any
growth factors) needed for a particular organism to grow (Todar, 2012). Uses of DM are outlined in Table
1. Unless specifically referring to a MM, DM will be used as the general term in this review article.
Because Listeria spp. are able to grow in such a wide range of environmental conditions, focusing
on one or two factors requires the use of DM to eliminate other factors. In the history of media
development for L. monocytogenes, MM or DM were initially developed to elucidate the minimal
environmental nutrients that L. monocytogenes required. As the basic vitamins, carbon, and nitrogen
sources were discovered, MM and DM came to be used more for determining the various metabolic
pathways of the organism. Often, a new and improved MM was developed for L. monocytogenes
because it was found that previous media failed to provide all the necessary nutrients for the growth of
the particular strains being studied. In this way, MM and DM have been useful for differentiating between
the metabolisms of the various strains.
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At this time, no single MM or DM is exclusively used for the study of Listeria spp. growth,
physiology, or pathogenicity. Whether this is because of a need for more research on Listeria metabolism
or because of the varying metabolic capabilities of Listeria spp. and strains remains in question. In an
attempt to address this, the current review explores the historical development of widely varying MM for
Listeria spp. and argues that the search for a universal Listerial MM may indeed be futile while the
prospects for a universal DM are hopeful.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time that the DM for L. monocytogenes have been
presented for comparison. The tables were designed to provide a comparative understanding of the
variability of DM used for Listeria research, which is not easily seen when depending solely on the
individual publications alone, and to provide a starting point for the development of a universal Listeria
DM. To this end, all concentrations of components in each medium taken from the respective publications
have been converted to molar concentrations. This facilitates more ready comparison between studies
which used differing hydrates of salts, different carbon sources, or nitrogen sources and allows the
comparison of total molecular concentrations.
E.

Microbial growth definitions and methods of quantification
Before comparing studies employing variations of MM and DM, it is important to discuss how

bacterial growth responses are collected and analyzed to draw conclusions. The following describes
some of the fundamental definitions for growth and growth measurements. The various papers discussed
in this review use a variety of definitions of what constitutes growth of the organism. For example, some
of the investigators emphasized vigorous growth as the criterion rather than just growth; without a
quantitative definition of what constitutes vigorous growth direct medium comparisons become difficult.
However, even when growth is quantified in some manner, there still remain a variety of laboratory
approaches to measuring growth. Bacterial growth can be measured in terms of increase in cell mass or
increase in numbers of cells (Pirt, 1975; Jay, 2000; Todar, 2012).
Measuring optical density (OD) of a suspension of bacteria and comparing that to a standard
curve is a common method of measuring bacterial growth; this method is quick and inexpensive but
cannot differentiate between live and dead cells and is not as sensitive as direct plate counts (Kavanagh,
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1963; Todar, 2012). Differences also exist in measurements depending on the spectrophotometer used
and on whether it is a tube, cuvette, or microplate reader-based format (Hall, Acar, Nandipati & Barlow,
2014). In addition, the OD of bacteria grown in DM does not always correlate well with direct plate counts
and many researchers have found it extremely difficult to even construct a standard curve in DM
(Horáková, Greifová, Seemannová, Gondová, & Wyatt, 2004). In addition, many stress factors and
culture conditions affect the relationship between viable counts and OD values in L. monocytogenes
(Francois et al., 2005). The direct plate count is more sensitive than OD measurements although it can
still be influenced by culture conditions (medium, atmosphere, agitation and other factors) and due to
clumps and chains of cells a colony does not necessarily represent a single cell (Jay, 2000; Todar, 2012).
Another complication in growth based studies of DM is that growth rates can vary depending on
the population density of the organism and how nutrients are provided in the culture system. Batch
cultures typically involve initial nutrient levels which are depleted as the organism grows and utilizes the
nutrients with growth halting when the first limiting nutrient concentration can no longer support growth
(Pirt, 1975). Consequently, in batch cultures, bacterial cells in many different growth and physiological
states (lag, log, death) may be present, but in a continuous culture all cells are in the log phase and
growth rate is dependent on the rate at which fresh medium is added (Todar, 2012). A "continuous
culture" is defined as a culture to which is added a continuous stream of fresh medium and removal of
spent medium and cells for the purpose of maintaining the culture at some quantifiable steady-state level
of growth (James, 1961; Monod, 1949; Pirt, 1975). Contois (1959) studied Aerobacter aerogenes in
continuous culture in a chemically defined medium and determined that specific growth rate was a
function of population density as well as the concentration of the limiting nutrient. Jones, Shama, Andrew,
Roberts and Jones (1995) and Kelly and Patchett (1996) all observed increasing growth rates of L.
monocytogenes and L. innocua with increased dilution rates in continuous cultures. Jones et al. (1995)
using the medium of Trivett and Meyer (1971), observed that the critical dilution rate (Dc) for L.
monocytogenes NCTC 7973 was 0.22 h-1; this was also the maximum specific growth rate (μmax) at a
steady state. The Dc/µmax of L. innocua NCTC 11289 was between 0.14 and 0.2 h-1 as determined by
Kelly and Patchett (1996). Unfortunately the two studies used different DM and so the μmax of the two
species cannot be compared.
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F.

Background on minimal and defined media used for Listeria spp
Due to the wide and varied uses of various DMs, it would be impossible for a single review to

present all studies which have done so. Thus a select sampling of DM and MM will be drawn from the
literature to illustrate key concepts. Listed in Table 2 are the numerous and varied DM and MM used to
study L. monocytogenes; Modified Welshimer’s Broth (MWB) is the most widely used for the majority of
reported research investigations. However, further evaluation of the literature reveals large discrepancies
and variations among studies with regards to the media ingredients, quantification of growth, strain
choice, and methods used. This contradictory state of affairs makes it difficult at times to directly compare
the usefulness of the various media. For example, many studies use different species of Listeria or even
different strains of L. monocytogenes, making it impossible to conclude whether the differing results are
due to the change in media or to the species or strains having differing metabolic and growth
characteristics. Consequently, new media continue to be developed because a particular strain did not
grow well in previously published MM, indicating that there may be significant strain to strain variations in
growth needs or significant laboratory-to-laboratory variation.
While not the first to study growth requirements for L. monocytogenes, Friedman and Roessler
(1961) were the first to attempt to define a complete MM for the growth of this organism. Previous
researchers had only published results of metabolic requirements and growth characteristics without
defining a specific medium (Cury, Portellada, & Hutner, 1954; Hutner, 1942, 1944; Miller & Silverman,
1959; Porter & Pelczar, 1941). In addition to delivering a specified medium for five strains, Friedman and
Roessler (1961) reported a detailed account of their trials. Of historical interest, unlike methods currently
employed today in which an aliquot of liquid growth or a streak from a slant is used as inoculum,
Friedman & Roessler (1961) grew the strains on slants for seven hours and subsequently removed the
bacterial growth from the slant by washing with sterile deionized water, before resuspending to a standard
OD reading of 0.08 at 655 nm. To measure growth, they took OD measurements at 660 nm between 16
and 24 hours to document the rate of growth (Friedman & Roessler, 1961). They were unable to achieve
growth under shaking conditions, but obtained dense growth when the culture remained stationary,
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although they did not identify why this was the case. Two possibilities would be poor growth under highly
aerobic conditions or growth and lysis under such conditions.
Pine, Franzus, Brooks and Daneshvar. (1989) observed death and lysis of Listeria spp. in DM
whether grown aerobically or anaerobically, but only when glucose was used as a carbon source. This
was observed both when measuring OD values and in direct plate enumeration, although the percent
decrease as measured by OD was 3 to 50 times less than as measured by CFU/ml on blood agar (Pine
et al., 1989). Interestingly, Jones et al. (1995) reported rapid autolysis of L. monocytogenes in shaken
anaerobically grown batch cultures using the DM of Trivett and Meyer (1971) with glucose as the carbon
source. Azizoglu and Kathariou (2010) reported that L. monocytogenes strain F2365 containing a kat
(catalase) mutation exhibited impaired growth at 4°C statically and almost no growth under shaking
conditions, as compared to the wild-type strain. However, growth differences were not observed between
the wild-type and mutant strains incubated statically at 37, 10, and 25°C, and growth using shaking
incubation at 37, 10, or 25°C was not reported (Azizoglu & Kathariou, 2010).
Using elimination and serial transfer experiments, Welshimer (1963) demonstrated a requirement
for tested strains of L. monocytogenes for thiamine, biotin, α-lipoic acid, and pyridoxine. Earlier confusion
about these requirements, especially α-lipoic acid, was apparently caused by transfer of these
substances with the inocula into the test medium (Welshimer, 1963). Trivett and Meyer (1971) modified
Welshimer’s medium while attempting to elucidate whether L. monocytogenes possessed a completely
intact citrate cycle. Ralovich, Shahamat & Woodbine (1977) subsequently developed a solid MM. Unlike
previous work which had focused on minimal growth, Siddiqi and Khan (1982) sought to define a
synthetic medium which promoted “rapid and luxuriant” growth for six strains of L. monocytogenes and
allowed cell growth to an OD of at least 1.00. They compared this to growth in a vitamin-free medium
which supported growth to an OD no greater than 0.25 and subsequently published a MM detailing the
minimum amino acids needed to support growth (Siddiqi & Khan, 1989).
Premaratne, Lin, & Johnson (1991) were unable to culture L. monocytogenes strains Scott A,
California, Ohio, V7, and ATCC 19115 in Welshimer’s medium. They aimed to develop a medium which
promoted “good growth” of these strains. Their modified medium, dubbed Modified Welshimer’s Broth
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(MWB), supported the growth of “several known isolates”, 28 environmental dairy isolates, L. ivanovii, and
L. innocua (Premaratne et al., 1991). Lastly, they evaluated the survival (not growth) of L. monocytogenes
in phosphate buffered saline (PBS) as compared to their medium, their medium without glucose, and their
medium without glucose supplemented with chitin, cell walls, or casein. Surprisingly, while Listeria counts
declined within 15 days to undetectable CFU in MWB or PBS, cell counts of 4 log, 4.5 log, 5.5 log, and
6.5 log CFU were seen in MWB without glucose or MWB without glucose supplemented with casein,
bacterial cell walls, or chitin respectively.
Patchett, Kelly, & Kroll (1992) examined the effect of NaCl on L. monocytogenes’ intracellular
solutes employing a medium they developed for this study. Their medium included the vitamin levels from
previous work of Trivett and Meyer (1971), the trace minerals from Harwood and Archibald (1990), and
most of the amino acids from Welshimer (1963) but at differing levels. The solid medium supported
growth and they were able to demonstrate that the presence of NaCl in the medium did not alter visual
colony characteristics other than reducing colony size. Salt concentrations in the medium up to 7.5% did
not affect cell volume, but increased K+, betaine, and glutamate concentrations within the cell, which are
considered common reactions of bacteria to osmotic stress (Patchett et al., 1992). Amezaga et al. (1995)
further investigated the effects of high osmolarity using a modification of the medium of Patchett et al.
(1992) as well as less defined media. They determined that when both glycine betaine and peptone are
present in the medium, L. monocytogenes is very salt tolerant and growth was comparable to that
achieved in a more complex medium such as brain heart infusion (BHI) (Amezaga et al., 1995).
Phan-Thanh and Gorman (1997) developed a modified MWB in which L. monocytogenes strain
EGD grew to 9 log CFU/ml after 27 hours as compared to only 7 log in original MWB whereas in BHI it
only took 12 hours to reach 9 log CFU/ml. Data was provided only up to 27 hours, leaving the question of
whether L. monocytogenes strain EGD would have continued to increase in population levels or if there
would have been differences in the cell survival rates between BHI and the new medium over more
extended incubation periods (Phan-Thanh & Gorman, 1997). Nevertheless, this medium supported faster
growth under their conditions than those published previously; L. monocytogenes strain EGD exhibited a
doubling time of 45 minutes as compared to 88 minutes in the medium of Phan-Than and Gorman (1997).
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Tsai and Hodgson (2003) also attempted to refine MWB. They reported that they were able to
“drastically” improve growth in liquid and on solid media as compared to MWB (Premaratne et al., 1991;
Tsai & Hodgson, 2003). The new medium was used for proteome analysis of strain EGD-e by the
European Listeria Genome Consortium. However for unknown reasons it failed to support growth of L.
monocytogenes strain Scott A (Tsai & Hodgson, 2003). They were also able to demonstrate that the
strains used adapted physiologically to the DM. They attributed the time required for physiological
adaptation to the time required to initiate de novo synthesis of amino acids not provided in the medium
(Tsai & Hodgson, 2003).
Jones et al. (1995) compared the growth obtained for three separate L. monocytogenes strains
using static and shaken (100 rpm) batch cultures at 30oC in the media of Trivett & Meyer (1971), MWB
(Premaratne et al., 1991), Ralovich et al. (1977), Friedman and Roessler (1961), and Welshimer (1963).
These direct comparisons led them to choose the medium from Trivett and Meyer (1971) for further work
with continuous cultures. They obtained a range of maximum specific growth rates (µmax) of 0.16 to 0.31
hr-1 and cell yields (mg/ml) in the range of 1.55 to 4.10 and were able to attain a µmax of approximately
0.30 before the bacterial culture washed out, with glucose in excess between dilution rates of 0.23 and
0.30 h-1. Kelly and Patchett (1996) grew L. innocua in MWB in continuous culture and did not observe
glucose in the filtrates until a dilution rate of 0.14 h-1 was reached, indicating that glucose was in excess
at that dilution rate.
Romick, Fleming and McFeeters (1996) supplemented the medium of McFeeters and Chen
(1986), which was originally designed for Lactobacillus plantarum, with 4.8 µM α-lipoic acid, to study the
aerobic and anaerobic growth of 10 L. monocytogenes strains (from serotypes 4, 4b, and 1a). Aerobic
growth with glucose as the sole energy source sustained growth to 10 log CFU/ml compared to
anaerobically grown cells which reached nine log CFU/ml at approximately 30 h after inoculation with 5.5
log CFU/ml. All 10 strains when grown aerobically with glucose produced acetate (16.6 mM) and lactate
(13.3 mM) with some acetoin (9.4 mM) (Romick et al., 1996). End products under anaerobic conditions
included 23.4 mM lactate, 0.9 mM acetate, 4.8 mM formate, and 3.4 mM ethanol, but no acetoin. Their
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medium was designed so that the stock solutions for preparing this medium could be frozen and
subsequently thawed, combined, diluted, and filter-sterilized when needed (Romick et al., 1996).
It should also be noted that the media developed by Pine, Franzus and Malcolm (1986) and Pine
et al. (1989) have been modified by at least three other research groups, and all of these modifications
are often referred to as Modified Pine’s Medium. Ko, Smith and Smith (1994) removed the choline from
Pine’s medium for their work on osmotolerance. While the reason for removing choline was not
mentioned, it is likely because previous work (Patchett et al., 1992) indicated that choline was utilized by
L. monocytogenes as an osmoprotectant. Becker, Çetin, Hutkins and Benson (1998) modified Pine’s
medium by including some aspects of Premaratne’s medium (Premaratne et al., 1991), for the study of
osmotolerance mediated by the σB gene. Subsequently this has been referred to as Modified Pine’s
Medium as well (Dykes & Dworaczek, 2002).
More recently Schneebeli and Egli (2013) published their evaluation of the individual elements of
the media of Welshimer (1963), Premaratne et al. (1991), Phan-Thanh and Gormon (1997), and Tsai and
Hodgson (2003). They used published data on the dry biomass composition of bacteria and yeast to
calculate the theoretical excess of each nutrient in each medium, assuming glucose to be the limiting
carbon source. Using this analysis, they reported that the media they tested were inadequate for the
range of research approaches required for assessment of genomics, proteomics or metabolomic
responses, and that one or more elements other than glucose were limiting. Therefore they developed a
mineral medium where glucose was the only carbon source and all nutrients were in excess except
glucose, and thus it was the only limiting nutrient (Schneebeli & Egli, 2013). They reported their medium
would support the growth of all Listeria spp. except for L. ivanovii (Schneebeli & Egli, 2013). They
supplemented with additional amino acids or 1:1000 BHI, but failed to stimulate growth of L. ivanovii. It is
possible that this is due to the PrfA protein produced by L. ivanovii. The protein PrfA is a regulator protein
which controls expression of numerous virulence factors. Research has shown that the PrfA of L. ivanovii
is more similar to the constitutively expressed L. monocytogenes PrfA (usually denoted with an asterisk
PrfA*) than it is to the normally expressed L. monocytogenes PrfA (Mauder et al., 2006). This is significant
because research has also shown that over expression of PrfA can inhibit growth of L. monocytogenes in
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DM where glucose is used as a sole carbon source (Marr et al., 2006). Therefore, it is possible that the
PrfA produced by L. Ivanovii is inhibiting its ability to grow on glucose in DM.
G.

Elements of defined/minimal medium

Carbon source
Miller and Silverman (1959) were one of the first research groups to systematically evaluate the
carbon metabolism of L. monocytogenes. They reported that L. monocytogenes lacked the ability to use
xylose, arabinose, ribose, or gluconate in place of glucose (Table 3). L. monocytogenes produced
pyruvate, lactate, and acetoin when grown aerobically, but produced only lactate when grown
anaerobically (Miller & Silverman, 1959). Friedman and Alm (1962) reported on Warburg experiments
using three different levels of glucose as a carbon source (0.2, 0.6, and 1.0%). Pyruvate, lactate, acetoin,
and CO2 accounted for all of the glucose utilized when 1% glucose was in the medium; lesser amounts of
these corresponding compounds were recovered when cells were grown on the lower levels of glucose or
on BHI (Friedman & Alm, 1962). Trivett and Meyer (1967) sought to evaluate the ability of L.
monocytogenes to metabolize erythritol due to its presence in the ruminant placenta; however their
results indicated that L. monocytogenes was unable to metabolize erythritol.
Trivett and Meyer (1971) designed experiments to determine if Listeria had the enzymatic
facilities for the oxidation of pyruvate, the citrate cycle, and the glyoxylate bypass. They employed
pyruvate or citrate cycle intermediaries (acetate, pyruvate, citrate, isocitrate, α-ketoglutarate, succinate,
fumarate, or malate) as either sole or supplementary carbon and energy sources. Growth was neither
supported by any of the intermediaries when used as the sole carbon source nor stimulated when used
individually to supplement 0.5% glucose over a period of 24 hours. The authors suggested that L.
monocytogenes has a split or incomplete conventional citric acid cycle and that carbon fixation may be
possible (Trivett & Meyer, 1971). Ralovich et al. (1977) used 15 strains to assess a modified Welshimer’s
medium, and contrary to Trivett and Meyer (1971), they found citrate supported cell growth on glucose;
however, the authors attributed this to the ability of Listeria to chelate iron rather than to its metabolism.
Ralovich et al. (1977) also used 1% glucose, which they found to optimally promote growth despite
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reports that glucose levels between 0.2% and 0.6% allow for optimal glucose oxidation (Friedman & Alm,
1962; Trivett & Meyer, 1971).
Pine et al. (1989) compared the aerobic and anaerobic growth of several Listeria species on
different sugars. They determined that all species they tested grew aerobically using glucose, and all
produced lactic acid and/or acetic acid from glucose. When grown anaerobically, Listeria produced only
80% of the cell yield it produced when grown aerobically and only lactic acid was formed. They also
demonstrated that Listeria spp. possess differing growth capabilities aerobically and anaerobically on
glucose, galactose, lactose, rhamnose, and xylose. None of the strains were able to grow on galactose
anaerobically, but the L. ivanovii strain apparently grew better on glucose anaerobically (OD = 1.19) than
aerobically (OD = 0.75). Lastly they reported the ability of N-acetylglucosamine and glucosamine to
enhance growth on lactose for L. monocytogenes and L. innocua. Premaratne et al. (1991) determined
that glucose could be replaced by the amino sugars N-acetylglucosamine and N-acetylmuramic acid.
Since these sugars are components of bacterial cell walls, Premaratne et al. (1991) investigated the
survival of L. monocytogenes in MWB or phosphate buffer in the presence of chitin or cell walls of
Lactococcus lactis and reported that both supported survival of the pathogen. They suggested that L.
monocytogenes is able to colonize and grow in cheese or fermented foods in part because it can gain
carbon and energy from other bacteria or fungi that may be present (Premaratne et al., 1991).
The virulence and stress genes of L. monocytogenes can be influenced by the type of
carbohydrate present. Park and Kroll (1993) reported that cellobiose repressed the expression of two
genes coding for the virulence factors listeriolysin O and phospholipase C in L. monocytogenes NCTC
7973, and Park (1994) observed that arbutin had the same effect. Park and Kroll (1994) speculated that
these compounds were signals to L. monocytogenes that the organism was present in a vegetative
environment and therefore repressed their virulence genes. However Milenbachs, Brown, Moors and
Youngman (1997) determined that glucose, cellobiose, maltose, trehalose, and fructose present at 25
mM were all able to suppress the expression of listerolysin O, but did so only when present in amounts
that would stimulate growth of the organism.
Vitamins
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Porter and Pelczar (1941) first reported investigating the vitamin requirements for Listerella
monocytogenes. They evaluated vitamins in the B-complex family, purines, pyrimidines, coenzymes and
multiple organic acids for stimulatory effects by growing 12 strains via serial sub-culture on a medium of
vitamin-free, acid-hydrolyzed casein, inorganic salts, and glucose. Riboflavin and biotin were both
identified as essential for growth, and thiamine was stimulatory although not a requisite. Hutner (1942)
also explored the growth requirements of Listerella monocytogenes and confirmed the requirement for
riboflavin in an ovine strain using titratable acidity as a measurement of growth. Hutner (1944) published
another abstract describing the culturing of nine strains with biotin, riboflavin, and thiamine in order to
identify the ‘Listeria growth factor’ which appeared to be contaminating vitamin-free, acid-hydrolyzed
casein, but was unable to identify it. Cury et al. (1954) also identified thiamine, and α-lipoic acid as
essential in addition to riboflavin and biotin, but did not observe growth improvements with addition of
pantothenic acid, pyridoxine, pyridoxal, pyridoxamine, paraminobenzoic acid, B12, folic acid, leucovorino
(folinic acid), cocarboxylase, DPN, ATP, xanthopterine, hydrolyzed RNA and DNA, or purine and
pyrimidine bases. Patocka, Mara and Schindler (1960) reported pyridoxine as being able to replace biotin
for 38 strains isolated from humans. Friedman and Roessler (1961) also confirmed that thiamine, biotin,
and riboflavin were required. Details of vitamins found to be essential or stimulatory to Listeria spp.
growth are listed in Table 4.
Welshimer (1963) attempted to clarify these conflicting reports about the requirement of L.
monocytogenes for thiamine, biotin, and pyridoxine, as well as lipoic acid. He initially washed the bacterial
growth from an 18-hour slant culture and transferred it to a lipoic acid-free and thiamine-free medium to
be incubated for 24 hours at 37˚C. Aliquots of this culture were subsequently transferred to media
supplemented with combinations of riboflavin, thiamine, lipoic acid, biotin, or pyridoxine; Welshimer
concluded that all of the tested vitamins were required for growth except pyridoxine, which also could not
substitute for biotin. This finding was in contrast to a previous report which found that pyridoxine could
substitute for biotin when combined with riboflavin (Patocka et al., 1960). The reported discrepancies may
be due to the difference in protocols or strains used. Serially passaging cells, as performed by Welshimer
(1963), would essentially dilute out any carried over biotin. Welshimer (1963) found that the requirement
for lipoic acid could be reduced by excessive thiamine in the medium, although lipoic acid was still
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necessary. Romick and Fleming (1998) determined that thiamine is necessary as a cofactor for
acetolactate synthase, the enzyme required to convert pyruvate to acetoin. Similarly, lipoic acid is a
required cofactor for several enzyme complexes, including α-ketoacid dehydrogenase (Spalding & Prigge,
2010). However, Ralovich et al. (1977) found only riboflavin and biotin to be essential, although they
reported that the inclusion of thiamine promoted larger colony size on agar plates. Premaratne et al.
(1991) confirmed the levels that Welshimer used, but still increased their concentrations to improve
growth of L. monocytogenes strain Scott A.
When evaluating vitamin requirements, Siddiqi and Khan (1989) observed only riboflavin and Capantothenate to be essential for all six strains, and biotin for three strains. However, two of these strains
were later classified as L. ivanovii serotype 5 (Nadon, Woodward, Young, Rodgers, & Wiedmann, 2001).
The experimental design of Siddiqi and Khan (1989) called for samples to include: 1) the complete
medium, 2) one with all the vitamins removed, followed by a sample for each individual vitamin added to
the all-vitamins-removed-medium. Thus, samples which would contain all but one or a series of vitamins
were not reported. Considering previous reports which demonstrated growth without taking into account
pantothenic acid, Siddiqi and Khan (1989) left open the question as to the true requirements of these
strains. They also did not observe a requirement for thiamine, which they speculated could be due to the
inclusion of sulfur containing amino acids (Siddiqi & Khan, 1982). In addition, Premaratne et al. (1991)
removed the riboflavin but increased the biotin to 0.5 mg/L (2.0465 µM). Phan-Thanh and Gorman (1997)
added the vitamins pyrodoxal HCl, para-aminobenzoic acid, calcium pantothenate, and nicotinamide.
Schneebeli and Egli (2013) added niacin, pantothenic acid, cobalamin, pyridoxine, folic acid, 4aminobenzoic acid and nicotinamide in addition to riboflavin, biotin, and thiamine; they added these extra
vitamins because they did not negatively affect growth and they are often required for bacterial growth.
Cury et al. (1954) first reported L. monocytogenes’ requirement for lipoic acid, demonstrating that
increasing concentrations from 43.6 mM to 242 mM linearly increased growth. They also found that high
levels of acetate (0.005 to 0.02 mM) or pyruvate (0.03 to 0.11 mM) mediated the effects of low lipoic acid.
Oddly, they found that the strains were also able to grow well in its absence. Friedman and Roessler
(1961) also failed to confirm whether lipoic acid was necessary. However, in 1963 Welshimer corrected
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this by investigating lipoic acid starved L. monocytogenes (Welshimer, 1963). Because the requirement
for lipoic acid was so low, he demonstrated that Friedman and Roessler (1961) most likely retained
sufficient levels of the vitamin in the inoculum so as not to detect an effect in their exclusion studies.
Friedman and Roessler (1961) acknowledged this could be the case due to the very low levels (2.4 x 10-9
to 4.4 x 10-10 mM) published by Cury et al. (1954).
In order to determine whether lipoic acid was indeed necessary, Welshimer (1963) first prepared an 18hour slant culture, washed the growth from it, and transferred the growth to lipoic acid free and thiamine
free medium to be incubated for 24 hours at 37˚C. The author’s hypothesis was that this would provide
sufficient exponential growth to deplete any residual lipoic acid associated with the cells even after
washing, thus providing a source of lipoic acid for lipoic acid-starved cells. Upon suspension of these cells
in media supplemented with combinations of riboflavin, thiamine, lipoic acid, biotin, and pyridoxine, it was
demonstrated that lipoic acid was required for growth (Welshimer, 1963). Previous research revealed that
8-methylthioctic acid, an analogue of lipoic acid, served as an antagonist of lipoic acid for Streptococcus
faecalis and Tetrahymena geleii metabolism (Stokstad, 1954). Welshimer (1963) found that 8methylthioctic acid was also an antagonist of lipoic acid in L. monocytogenes. Welshimer (1963)
discovered that providing 1 µg/ml of thiamine in the medium overcame the antagonistic effect of 8methylthioctic acid when 4.8 x 10-8 mM of lipoic acid was used in the medium. However, when only 3.3 x
10-9 mM of thiamine was present in the medium, 8-methylthioctic acid was antagonistic to as high as 4.8
x 10-6 mM of lipoic acid (Welshimer, 1963).
Ralovich et al. (1977) claimed that thiamine and lipoic acid were not required for growth while
confirming that riboflavin and biotin were required. However, they noted that the growth was slight, based
solely on colony size, and therefore added thiamine and lipoic acid to encourage vigorous growth.
Considering the work of Welshimer (1963), it seems likely that Ralovich et al. (1977) transferred small
quantities of each nutrient in conjunction with their inoculum because they did not include a depletion step
as previously described.
Premaratne et al. (1991) quadrupled the lipoic acid in their efforts to promote better growth.
Keeney, Colosi, Weber, & O’Riordan (2009) would later show that lipoate (the conjugate base of lipoic
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acid) is essential in nutrient limited conditions for L. monocytogenes’ branched-chain fatty acid
metabolism, which in turn is required for cell wall construction. Larson, Hattier and McCleskey (1965)
found only one strain out of 128 to require fatty acids. In this case the strain required isobutyric acid or 2methylbutyric acid.
Amino acids and other nitrogen sources
Porter and Pelczar (1941) reported attempting to replace vitamin-free, acid-hydrolyzed casein
with 18 amino acids, but determined that only 1 of the 12 strains grew, although not consistently. Adding
an additional 25 amino acids and their derivatives resulted in growth by some strains. However, they did
not include individual amino acid exclusion experiments which would have provided data about the
requirement for each amino acid. The various nitrogen sources used for Listeria spp. are listed in Table 5.
Premaratne et al. (1991) claimed that leucine (0.00076 mM), isoleucine (0.00076 mM), arginine
(0.00057 mM), methionine 0.00067 mM), valine (0.00085 mM) and cysteine (0.00083 mM) were required
for growth of L. monocytogenes in MWB. They also stated that glutamine (0.0041 mM) was required as
the primary source of nitrogen. Friedman and Roessler (1961) found that inorganic ammonium salts could
not serve as the sole nitrogen source in MM for the strains of L. monocytogenes which they studied.
However, there is evidence that L. monocytogenes living within mammalian host cells uses ammonium
rather than glutamine as a nitrogen source (Joseph et al., 2006). Friedman and Roessler (1961)
determined a requirement for valine, isoleucine, leucine and cysteine by at least one strain. However they
demonstrated the cysteine requirement actually represented a requirement for organically bound sulfur,
since using either filtered cystine or sodium thioglycolate also promoted growth (Friedman & Roessler,
1961). Ralovich et al. (1977) reported valine, leucine, isoleucine, and cysteine to be essential, but that
some strains also required glutamine, methionine, arginine, and histidine. In addition, they did not find
that sodium thioglycolate could replace cysteine, but they retained it in their medium to maintain semianaerobic conditions to enhance growth.
Siddiqi and Khan (1982) found that most of the six strains of L. monocytogenes that they studied
required cystine, valine, isoleucine, and leucine, while phenylalanine was a stimulatory growth factor for
all six strains. They also stated that tryptophan was essential for growth of three strains and stimulatory
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for the other three. However, Tsai and Hodgson (2003) demonstrated that the solid form of MWB, only
methionine and cysteine were essential. Although Premaratne et al. (1991) reported that L.
monocytogenes could not use inorganic nitrogen, Tsai and Hodgson (2003) found they could replace
glutamine with (NH4)2SO4 and (NH4)NO3, but not with NaNO3, which suggests that L. monocytogenes
does not possess nitrate reductase.
The addition of 16 other amino acids (Table 5) enhanced growth, mostly by decreasing lag
phases by 10+ hours, but also by slightly decreasing the doubling times (Tsai & Hodgson, 2003). They
hypothesized that the long lag phase was due to the time required for the organism to produce the amino
acids necessary for growth (Tsai & Hodgson, 2003). All of these experiments highlight the strain
differences in nutrient requirements for L. monocytogenes. However, it seems that most, if not all, strains
have a requirement for cysteine, methionine, isoleucine and valine. In addition, there is a requirement for
glutamine as a nitrogen source, although some strains appear to be able to use inorganic ammonium.
While L. monocytogenes lacks extracellular peptidase activity, it has been shown to transport
peptides up to octapeptides across its membrane with a permease (Verheul, Rombouts, & Abee, 1998)
and can use proton-motive-force (PMF) to transport di- and tripeptides (Verheul et al., 1995). This not
only sheds light on how L. monocytogenes gains nutrients from the environment, but provides a wider
opportunity for defined media composition in the future. Marquis, Bouwer, Hinriches, & Portnoy (1993)
demonstrated the ability of amino acid auxotrophs (phe, ade, gly, thr, phe trp & tyr, and pro) to survive in
cell lines which had been starved of the respective amino acids. While growth was slower than the wildtype L. monocytogenes, the auxotrophs still succeeded in producing adequate growth. This may shed
light on why there is so much strain to strain variation for amino acid requirements. Since much of the
literature relied on OD, another possibility is that some strains were falsely determined to be unable to
grow without certain amino acids, but were actually multiplying below the OD limit of detection.
Trace elements
Friedman and Roessler (1961) found both Mg++ and K+ to be required for at least one strain.
Trivett and Meyer (1971) included iron in their medium based on Sword’s work (Sword, 1966)
demonstrating the stimulatory effect of it upon L. monocytogenes growth and its lethal dose (LD50)
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reduction ability. Trivett and Meyer (1971) also noted a two-thirds reduction in growth when iron was not
present in their medium. Cowart and Foster (1985) later demonstrated that of the two virulent and two
avirulent strains, all four were stimulated by iron inclusion, but that the two virulent strains had a greater
percent increase in specific growth rate. In addition, Trivett and Meyer (1971) excluded Mn++ from their
medium because Sword (1966) found it to be inhibitory to L. monocytogenes growth in vitro. Ralovich et
al. (1977) found manganese (II), in the form of MnCl2, to be inhibitory to some strains which corroborates
Sword’s work (Sword, 1966). Citrate was used to keep Fe++, Mg++, and Ca++ in solution (Ralovich et al.,
1977), whereas Premaratne et al. (1991) used ferric citrate to provide an iron source. However,
Premaratne et al. (1991) determined that hemin, hematin, and ferric nitrate could provide the required iron
but protoporphyrin IX, hematoporphyrin, and ferric chloric did not supply iron. Schneebeli and Egli (2013)
found a combination of trace elements to be necessary for the growth of L. monocytogenes (Table 6).
They tested a medium containing no trace elements, one containing the concentration listed in Table 5
(1X) as well as 2X and 4X. Cell yield increased by a small margin with increasing levels of trace elements,
but μmax was highest at 1X trace elements and decreased by 38.4% at 4X trace elements. No growth
was observed when the trace elements were omitted (Schneebeli & Egli, 2013). McLaughlin, Hill, and
Gahan (2011) provide a nice overview of the iron acquisition mechanisms of L. monocytogenes.
Buffering
Premaratne et al. (1991) noted that part of the lack of sustainable growth in Welshimer’s medium
might be due to the rapid decrease in medium pH. Therefore they doubled the potassium and sodium
phosphate salts of Welshimer’s medium in order to increase the buffering capacity (Table 7). Conversely,
Behari and Youngman (1998), reduced the potassium and sodium salts and replaced them with 3-N[morpholino]propanesulfonic acid (MOPS) for buffering. Tsai and Hodgson (2003) also reduced both the
KH2PO4 and Na2HPO4 to 1/10th of what was used by Premaratne et al. (1991) in order to avoid the
toxic effects of phosphate salts on the cells. They reported that this substitution ‘drastically’ improved
growth in liquid and on solid media as compared to MWB. Fraser, Harvie, Coote and O’Byrne (2000)
observed that the addition of peptone to the DM of Amezaga et al. (1995) was associated with an
increased growth. Schneebeli and Egli (2013) also used MOPS (100 mM) as a buffering agent and
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reduced the phosphate concentration to 1/10 the original level in MWB and found that growth in liquid
medium was better than with the phosphate buffers and allowed formation of easily visible colonies on the
solidified medium. The actual impact of phosphate salts, or other buffering agents, on the growth of
Listeria spp. is not known and worthy of some investigation. The issue may be confounded by the buffers’
influence on osmotic stress and thus the bacterium’s osmotic stress responses. The use of a continuous
culture system would mitigate some need for buffering as the dilution would remove the acids being
produced. In addition, an ecological application being studied might actually benefit from a less buffered
system.
H.

Effects of media on genetic expression and phenotype
In order for L. monocytogenes to successfully infect humans certain virulence genes must be

present and be expressed; this expression has been demonstrated in various growth media (Datta &
Kothary, 1993; Mekalanos, 1992). A number of conditions in the environment control expression of these
genes including temperature, pH, osmolarity and presence of some ions or sugars (Datta & Kothary,
1993; Park & Kroll, 1993). For instance, the expression of listeriolysin, a pore forming toxin necessary for
L. monocytogenes to escape from vacuoles, is induced by heat shock and oxidative stress (Sokolovic &
Goebel, 1989). L. monocytogenes does not produce all of its virulence factors in rich media but these
factors are expressed when the organism is grown in MM (Bohne, Kestler, Uebele, Sokolovic & Goebel,
1996; Bohne, Sokolovic & Goebel. 1994; Ripio et al., 1996). Ripio et al. (1996) surveyed L.
monocytogenes strains of different origins and determined that wild type strains did not produce
hemolysin or lecithinase when cultured in a rich medium such as BHI, but did produce these virulence
factors when charcoal was added to the medium. They determined that charcoal induced the transcription
of PrfA, which is the regulatory protein that turns on expression of most virulence factors in L.
monocytogenes.
Park and Kroll (1993) found that cellobiose was the only one of several mono- and di-saccharides
they tested that repressed expression of listeriolysin or lecithinase and therefore concluded that it was a
signaling molecule indicating to Listeria cells that they were in a soil environment and did not need to
produce virulence factors. However, Milenbachs et al. (1997) reported that several metabolizable sugars,
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including glucose, fructose, maltose and trehalose also down regulated some virulence genes in several
strains of L. monocytogenes, although they did find that for strain NCTC7973 only cellobiose was able to
repress these genes. Jaradat and Bhunia (2002) found that growth in BHI or media with high
concentrations of glucose suppressed the expression of Listeria adhesion protein (LAP) when compared
to growth in nutrient poor peptone broth; they speculated that the growth environment influences
expression of LAP which could affect attachment in the host and severity of the disease process.
Nannapaneni, Story, Bhunia and Johnson (1998a) determined that growth conditions and media
affected the expression of surface epitopes on L. monocytogenes and thus their response to monoclonal
antibodies. None of the 13 serotypes they tested was detected by one of the monoclonal antibodies when
cells were grown in either UVM1 broth or Fraser broth, indicating that the epitope was not expressed
under these conditions. Bhunia and Johnson (1992) had developed a monoclonal antibody, EM-6Ell,
which recognized a Listeria genus-specific epitope on cell-surface antigens. This antibody was able to
detect live cells of all Listeria species and all 13 serotypes of L. monocytogenes by ELISA when cells
were grown in BHI, Listeria enrichment broth, or in Listeria repair broth, but it could only detect four of the
serotypes of L. monocytogenes when cells were grown in the UVM1 formulation of Listeria enrichment
broth or in Fraser broth (Nannapaneni, Story, Bhunia & Johnson, 1998b).
L. monocytogenes can be divided into primary genetic lineages based on multigene phylogenetic
analyses (Nadon et al., 2001). More than 98% of reported human listeriosis cases are caused by
serotypes within lineages I and II (1/2a, 1/2c, 1/2b, and 4b). Tang et al. (2015) measured the μmax of
lineage I and lineage II strains when grown in a DM at 16oC. They determined that some lineage II strains
could grow faster than some genetic subgroups of lineage I strains under these conditions. They
suggested that this might be the basis for the persistence of some strains in processing plants, where
nutrient-limited conditions may occur, which could in turn lead to a higher probability that these organisms
can survive and contaminate food leading to foodborne illnesses.
I.

Conclusions
Historically, defined media have been developed for fundamental microbial studies investigating

bacterial genetics, particularly for organisms such as Escherichia coli and Salmonella. These organisms
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have the ability to synthesize their nutritive requirements from minimal ingredients such as ammonia, salts
and glucose and a formulated minimal defined medium proved critical for elucidating fundamental
biosynthesis and degradation pathways (Gutnick, Calvo, Klopotowski & Ames, 1969; Miller, 1972; Baker,
Rubinelli, Park, Carbonero & Ricke, 2016). This was critical as individual research laboratories needed
universal standard media to compare results and interpretations across independent studies. As this
review indicates, although individual attempts have been made to develop similar such media for Listeria,
these have been less generalized as the need has been more based on individual specific experimental
questions rather than overarching fundamental objectives. Consequently, no universal defined media
currently exists for Listeria. Considering the diverse media designed for the culture of Listeria spp. and
the widely varying results with varying strains, how should we define whether a medium has the ability to
sustain growth of a strain, species, or the genus? Should we establish a quantitative criterion, such as a
maximum doubling time? Since we often use the criterion of 1 log difference when assessing treatments
and effects in food microbiology, the very minimum requirement should be that a medium is able to
support at least 1 log of growth above the inoculated concentration. Because of the tenuous relationship
between OD and CFU for Listeria in DM, this will require the use of plate count techniques. Secondly and
of equal importance, the medium should be able to sustain growth of a number of serial transfers in batch
culture or over a sustained period of time in continuous culture. This will ensure that the inoculum is not
carrying over minute nutrients necessary for growth and giving the appearance of sufficiency.
Researchers should consider using a DM which has historically been used, so as to provide as
much comparison as possible to the literature. If a new medium is necessary, then a comprehensive list
of strains and species should be used and a historically-used medium should be included for side-by-side
comparison. To facilitate choosing an appropriate medium for a particular project, use Table 2 to find a
medium which has been used for your environmental conditions or studied phenomenon. The use of
bioinformatics to identify novel metabolic genes and pathways may yield interesting paths of inquiry.
However, researchers should be aware of anomalies which would indicate novel mechanisms not
predicted by bioinformatics.
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As we continue to consider questions about the ecology of Listeria spp. and L. monocytogenes
and their interactions which may influence whether food products become contaminated or foster the
growth of Listeria, the use of continuous culture with a single DM across a range of dilution rates to study
a mixture of strains and species offers some interesting avenues. Co-culture or competitive inhibition
experiments have provided interesting insights into the possibility of L. innocua overgrowth of L.
monocytogenes in enrichment (Koo, Ndahetuye, O’Bryan, Ricke & Crandall, 2014). Environmental
simulation with a DM at low dilution rates would yield interesting insights into their competition.
Phyllospheres (leaf surfaces), floors, masonry, and water sources are all environments which would
benefit from a common DM adjusted to model the conditions.
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K.

Tables and Figures

Table 1: General uses for defined medium by researchers
Assess growth rates under reproducible conditions, rather than using rich media
which is variable.

Reference
Greasham &
Herber, 1997

Cause limiting conditions for single or multiple nutrients

Greasham &
Herber, 1997

Add labeled nutrients to track catabolism and anabolism

Eisenreich et al.,
2006; Eylert et al.,
2008

Evaluate the production of metabolites

Eisenreich et al.,
2006; Greasham &
Herber, 1997

Evaluate the effect of mutations

Mortelmans &
Zieger, 2000
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HTM

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

Signaling

Proteomics

Iron

References
Abram et al., 2008; Heavin et al., 2009, 2010; Karatzas
et al., 2012; Amezaga et al., 1995

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Milillo et al., 2009;Phan Than & Gorman, 1998; Keeney
et al., 2009; Crimmins et al., 2009; Brǿndsted et al.,
2003; García-del Portillo et al., 2011; Garfan et al.,
2003; Dussurge et al., 2003

X

Mbandi et al., 2007; Esvan et al., 2007

X

Michel et al., 2011; Eisenreich et al., 2006; Verheul et
al., 1995, 1997, 1998; Wouters et al., 2005; Considine
et al., 2011; Sleator et al., 2001, 2004; Chang et al.,
2012, 2013; Moltz & Martin, 2005; Zhou et al., 2012;
Joseph et al., 2008; Marr et al., 2006; Mertins et al.,
2007; Schar et al., 2010; Stoll & Goebel, 2010;
Wemekamp-Kamphuis et al., 2004; Cabrita et al., 2010;
Coffey et al., 1996; Stoll et al., 2008; Beumer et al.,
1994; Okada et al., 2002, 2006; Wouters et al., 2005;
Mohammed et al., 2006; Rea et al., 2004;

X

Zhu et al., 2005

X

McFeeters &
Chen, 1986
Modified Pine’s

MCDB 202

Osmotic stress

X

Virulence factors

MWB

Low temperature

X

Carbon metabolism

Esvan et al. 2000

Biofilms

X

Bile stress

IMM

BCFA

X

Barometric stress

X

Attachment

Medium
Amezaga et al
1995

Antimicrobials

AA metabolism
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Acid stress
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Romick & Fleming, 1998
X

X

X

X

X

Dykes & Morehaed, 2001; Dykes & Dworaczek,
2002;Angelidis & Smith, 2003
X

Combrouse et al., 2013; Duche et al, 2002; Renier et
al., 2013

Signaling

Proteomics

Iron

Osmotic stress

Virulence factors

Low temperature

Carbon metabolism

Biofilms

Bile stress

BCFA

Barometric stress

Attachment

Antimicrobials

AA metabolism

Acid stress
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Medium

References

Sterile pond
microcosm

X

MEM w/ Eagle
Salts

M9
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Dulbecco’s
modified Eagle’s

Mai & Conner, 2007

X

Böckmann et al., 1994, 1996; Engelbrecht et al., 1996;
Lalic-Mülthaler et al., 2001; Sokolovic et al., et al., 1993,
1996

X

Martinez-Abad et al., 2012
X

Midelet-Bourdin et al., 2006

X

Riesenberg et al.,
1991
Patchett et al.,
1992
RPMI 1640

X

Yang et al., 2006
Patchett et al., 1992

X

Newton et al., 2005

Table 3 Carbon sources tested for utilization by Listeria monocytogenes
Glucose

Miller & Silverman, 1959
NS

Gluconate

NS

Xylose

NS

Arabinose

NS

Ribose

NS

Erythritol

Friedman & Alm, 1962
0.2, 0.6, 1.0%

Trivett & Meyer, 1967
28 mM

Trivett & Meyer, 1971

Pine et al., 1989
0.25%

0.25%

0.2, 0.8, 3.1, 12.5,
50, 200 mM
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Pyruvate

0.2%

Acetate

0.2%

Citrate

0.2%

Isocitrate

0.2%

α-ketoglutarate

0.2%

Succinate

0.2%

Fumarate

0.2%

Malate

0.2%

Galactose
Lactose

0.25%
0.25%

Rhamnose

0.25%

NS = not stated

Table 4 Vitamins found to be required for or stimulatory to Listeria spp. growth
Friedman Welshimer,
Trivett
Ralovich Siddiqi Premaratne
&
1963
&
et al.,
&
et al., 1991
Roessler,
Meyer,
1977
Khan,
Citation
1961
1971
1982
Riboflavin
13.29a
2.66
2.66
10.01
13.29
1.33
Thiamine-HCl
Biotin
α-Lipoic Acid
Niacin
Nicotinamide
Pantothenic acid
58

Folic acid

PhanThanh &
Gormon,
1997
13.29b

Tsai &
Hodgson,
2003

Patchett
et al.,
1992

Amezaga
et al.,
1995

Esvan,
et al.,
2000

Schneebeli
& Egli,
2013

1.33

2.66

2.66

10.64

132.85 pM

14.82

2.96

2.96

27.92

16.82

3.32

2.96

2.96

2.96

2.96

2.96

166.22 pM

20.47

0.41

0.41

15.42

20.47

2.05

2.05

2.05

0.41

0.41

0.66

81.86 pM

24.23

0.00485

0.00485

0.024

0.024

24 pMc

0.00485

0.00485

24.2 pM

242.24 pM

40.61

406.14 pM

40.94

8.19

409.42 pM

20.98

4.20

228.07 pM

11.33

45.31 pM
36.89 pM

Cobalamin
Pyridoxine
a Concentration

24.56

4.91

591.09 pM

in µM unless otherwise indicated.
They list MWB as containing 5 mg/L (13.29 µM) riboflavin, when Premaratne et al (1991) report using 10-fold less. For purposes of this table, the values reflect what each respective publication
says about itself.
c They list MWB as containing 24 pM of α-lipoic acid, but Premaratne et al (1991) report using nM concentrations. Likely a mistransposition of digits. pM concentrations for Tsai and Hodgson
(2003) reported, but may have been nM.
b

Table 5 Nitrogen sources used for growth of Listeria spp.
Ralovich
Reference
Friedman Welshimer, Trivett
&
1963
&
et al.,
Roessler,
Meyer, 1977
1961
1971
Source
Casein
2% or the
hydrolysate
amino
acids
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Alanine

8.98a

Aspartic Acid

6.0

Glutamic acid

5.4

Arginine

0.94

Lysine

1.1

Histidine

Siddiqi
&
Khan,
1982

Premaratne
et al., 1991

PhanThanh &
Gormon,
1997

0.57

Tsai &
Hodgson,
2003c

Patchett
et al.,
1992

Amezaga
et al.,
1995

Esvan
et al.,
2000

Schneebeli
& Egli,
2013

0.47

1.1

0.95

0.57

0.52

1.3

1.0

0.64

0.5b

0.95

0.95

0.52

1.0

1.0

Isoleucine

1.5

1.5

1.5

1.4

0.76

0.76

Leucine

0.76

0.76

0.76

0.72

0.76

0.76

0.76

0.02

0.76

0.76

0.01

0.76

0.67

0.67

0.16

0.67

1.71

0.85

0.02

0.85

0.76

Norleucine

0.76

Methionine

1.3

Phenylalanine

0.61

Proline

0.87

Threonine

0.84

Tyrosine

0.56

Valine

1.71

1.3

1.3

0.67

0.67

0.67

0.61

1.71

1.71

1.61

0.85

0.85

Table 5 Nitrogen sources used for growth of Listeria spp. (Cont.)
Reference
Friedman Welshimer, Trivett
Ralovich Siddiqi
&
1963
&
et al.,
&
Roessler,
Meyer, 1977
Khan,
1961
1971
1982
Source
Tryptophan
Cysteine

0.98
0.63

0.98
0.63

0.63

2.39

Cystine

2.4
4.12

Premaratne
et al., 1991

0.82

PhanThanh &
Gormon,
1997
0.49
0.63

Tsai &
Hodgson,
2003c

Patchett
et al.,
1992

Amezaga
et al.,
1995

Esvan
et al.,
2000

Schneebeli
& Egli,
2013

0.49

0.49
0.82

0.04

0.49
0.82

0.82

4.13
0.01

Thioglycolic
acid
Nathioglycolate

9.1

1.9

Glycine

1.3

Glutamine

4.1

Asparagine

3.8

60

Serine

a

4.1

4.1

4.1

4.1

4.1

4.1

All concentrations in mM unless otherwise indicated.
g / Liter
c Supplementing these amino acids with 0.1 mg each of alanine, arginine, asparagine, aspartic acid, glutamine, glutamate, glycine, histidine, isoleucine, leucine, lysine, phenylalanine, proline,
serine, threonine, and valine decreased the lag phase by at least 5 hour and the doubling time slightly.
b

Table 6 Metal ions reported as required or stimulatory for the growth of L. monocytogenes
Citation
Friedman
Welshimer,
Trivett Ralovich Siddiqi & Premaratne
Phan&
1963
&
et al.,
Khan,
et al., 1991 Thanh &
Roessler,
Meyer,
1977
1982
Gormon,
1961
1971
1997
MgSO4
3.25
1.66
1.66
7.64
0.20
1.66
1.66

Tsai &
Hodgson,
2003

Patchett
et al.,
1992

1.7

3.32

Amezaga
et al.,
1995

1.62

Esvan
et al.,
2000
20

MgCl2
MnSO4

0.592
0.029
0.14

0.03

0.007

Ferric Citrate
FeCl3

6.29
0.33

MnCl2
FeSO4

Schneebeli
& Egli,
2013

0.36
0.18

0.006

0.36
0.025

0.14
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0.006

ZnCl2
ZnO

0.02

CuSO4

0.003

CuCl2

0.002

CoCl2

0.002

0.003

Na2MoO4

0.001

0.02

CaCl2

0.056

0.019

0.001

CaCO3

0.4

H3BO3

0.01

EDTA

5

Table 6 Metal ions reported as required or stimulatory for the growth of L. monocytogenes (Cont.)
Citation
Welshimer,
Trivett Ralovich Siddiqi & Premaratne
Tsai &
Friedman
Phan&
1963
&
et al.,
Khan,
et al., 1991 Thanh & Hodgson,
Roessler,
Meyer,
1977
1982
Gormon,
2003
1961
1971
1997

Patchett
et al.,
1992

Amezaga
et al.,
1995

Esvan
et al.,
2000

EDTA·Na4·2H2O
Na-citrate

a

Schneebeli
& Egli,
2013

0.94
1.55

Na3-citrate·2H2O
All concentration in mM unless otherwise indicated

1.60

0.05
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Table 7 Buffering agents used in minimal and defined media for Listeria monocytogenes
Citation

Friedman
&
Roessler,
1961

NaCl

42.78a

Welshimer,
1963

Trivett
&
Meyer,
1971

Ralovich
et al.,
1977

Siddiqi &
Khan,
1982

Premaratne
et al., 1991

PhanThanh &
Gormon,
1997

57.76

Nitrilotriacetic
acid

9.38

17.61

115.49

115.49

11.55

17.42

2.51

17.42

Schneebeli
& Egli,
2013

12.8

0.35
100

34.45

63

KH2PO4

48.80
24.10

34.45

81.86

56.76
31.14

100.01
45.93

11.02

48.20

48.20

46.01

4.82

1050
450

4.82

100

53.5

58.18
9.35

(NH4)2SO4
Total NH4

Esvan
et al.,
2000

500

MOPS

NH4Cl

Amezaga
et al.,
1995

0.67068

Na2HPO4

Total PO4

Patchett
et al.,
1992

85.56

KCl

K2HPO4

Tsai &
Hodgson,
2003

18.70
7.13

9.35

NaOH
6.00
Sodium
pyruvate
a All concentrations in mM unless otherwise indicated

37.84

18.70

4.54

14.26
0.84
50
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IV.

The unbuffered starvation of L. monocytogenes EGD-e, HCC23, F2365, and Scott A at 4°C

Jarvis NA, O’Bryan CA, Martin EM, Kwon YM, Ricke SC, Johnson MG, Crandall PG. 2016. The
unbuffered starvation of L. monocytogenes EGD-e, HCC23, F2365, and Scott A at 4°C.
A.

Abstract

The soil-borne pathogen Listeria monocytogenes frequently contaminates food products and food
processing environments and is able to survive desiccation, high salt, and starvation. Since it grows at
refrigeration temperatures, food products in the cold chain for a long period of time are at risk for L.
monocytogenes growth. Not much is known about how it survives starvation at 4°C. This study presents
evidence that L. monocytogenes is able to survive total nutrient starvation over a period of 4 weeks. L.
monocytogenes strains EGD-e, Scott A, F2365, and HCC23 were starved individually in sterile water.
Plate counts show declines in cultivable counts over 4 weeks, with Scott A declining most rapidly.
Starving cells were subjected to the metabolic inhibitors fluoride, arsenite, 2,4-dinitrophenol (DNP),
iodoacetate, and cyanide individually. Iodoacetate, which inhibits glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate
dehydrogenase, completely reduced cultivable counts below the level of detection; DNP, which
dissipates proton motive force, almost completely reduced cultivable counts. These results suggest that
L. monocytogenes strains EGD-e, Scott A, F2365, and HCC23 are actively using part of glycolysis while
starving. Transmission electron microscopy images show degradation of starving cell membranes and
altered cytosols. These results suggest that starving L. monocytogenes have some aspects of active
metabolism.
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B.

Introduction

Listeria monocytogenes is a foodborne pathogen which is found in the rural environments and frequently
in raw products used in food production. It takes advantage of the compromised immune system of
certain humans and can result in bacteremia, endocarditis, spontaneous abortion, and meningitis. In the
food production environment, L. monocytogenes is frequently isolated from niches like floor drains, cart
wheels, shoes, and etc. In response this wide range of niches, the seek and destroy process was
developed (Malley, Butts, and Wiedmann 2015). This process identifies and targets growth niches and
harborage sites; these are locations “that support microbiological growth and is protected from the
sanitation process” (Malley, Butts, and Wiedmann 2015). Other locations may not support the growth of
the pathogen but might still protect viable L. monocytogenes cells. If the cells survive under these low
nutrient or starvation conditions, they may later be dislodged and contaminate food products or be
deposited where nutrients are more plentiful.
L. monocytogenes can survive a wide-range of starvation conditions, although the specific
mechanisms of survival are not well known (Dykes and Withers 1999; Herbert and Foster 2001; Lihono et
al. 2003; Mendonca et al. 2004; Pisey 2006; Lungu, Ricke, and Johnson 2008; O’Bryan et al. 2009; Wang
and Shen 2015). When conducting environmental sampling for L. monocytogenes presence, dead cells
are not of interest. Since traditional sampling and selective enrichment techniques rely on growth of the
pathogen, any cells damaged enough to be unable to grow under the time and enrichment conditions will
not be observed. This means that environmental and food product testing could come back as
presumptive negative for L. monocytogenes but the method be failing to detect its presence. Defining
what constitutes this injured state is widely debated.
In addition, there is evidence that some pathogens enter a (presumably) transient state of viability
but non-cultivability. This viable but non-culturable state (VBNC) is by definition difficult to study because
growth of the cells is not possible. How one defines a VBNC population is widely and fiercely debated.
Indeed some characterize such cells as not viable at all since they are unable to divide. Nevertheless,
various approaches for assessing the cells’ viability have been used. Demonstrating viability usually
attempts to measure gene expression, protein synthesis, energy production, maintenance of membrane
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integrity, and/or enlargement of the cell (Breeuwer and Abee 2000). In addition, many experimenters
attempt to induce the presumably VBNC cells to recover and begin division again. These VBNC
experiments can be confounded if even a few culturable cells are mixed into a population of presumptiveVBNC cells; these few cells will multiply and give the appearance of regrowth of VBNC cells (Trevors
2011). Reports to L. monocytogenes’ ability to enter a VBNC state, and its virulence potential when in a
VBNC state, are mixed (Besnard, Federighi, and Cappelier 2000; Cappelier et al. 2005; Rudi et al. 2005;
Lindbäck et al. 2010). However both L. monocytogenes strains ATCC 19115 and LO 28 lost culturabilty
and viability at the same rate (Besnard, Federighi, and Cappelier 2000). Cappelier et al (2005) found
VBNC L. monocytogenes to be unable to form plaques in HT-29 cells (a human adenocarcinoma cell line)
in vitro and to be unable to return to a culturable form when the spleens of intravenously infected mice
were plated. However, the spleens of mice infected with VBNC cells did contain L. monocytogenes DNA,
which the spleens of mice infected with heat-killed L. monocytogenes did not (Cappelier et al. 2005).
They conclude that “VBNC cells cannot be regarded as virulent according to this animal model, but
neither can they be regarded as dead cells” (Cappelier et al. 2005). Using the same methods, Cappelier
et al (2007) demonstrated that VBNC cells incubated in embryonated eggs regained culturability, thus the
VBNC state was transient. These re-cultured L. monocytogenes were then evaluated using the in vitro
HT-29 plaque-forming assay, and in vivo virulence assay by intravenous injection of mice (Cappelier et al.
2007). For all three strains of L. monocytogenes tested, the re-cultured cells were just as virulent as they
were before their entry into a VBNC state (Cappelier et al. 2007). There is also evidence that VBNC L.
monocytogenes can still transcribe the gene for Listeriolysin O (Rudi et al. 2005; Lindbäck et al. 2010),
although nothing is known about the ability to then translate the mRNA.
Even if L. monocytogenes does not enter a VBNC state, it can survive starvation conditions,
experiencing physiological and morphological changes in the process. Just as there are multiple stages of
growth, there are multiple situations which could be considered starvation conditions. For example,
starvation from the lack of a single or multiple nutrients could occur when cells are suspended in media
without those nutrients. Complete starvation is often studied by suspending cells in water or an isotonic
buffer. Starvation can also be defined as the depletion of usable nutrients needed to promote continued
growth; this occurs to a degree as log phase transitions into stationary phase after depleting the limiting
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nutrients by extended growth in a rich medium (and if allowed to continue, it is termed long-term
stationary survival (LTS) (Bruno Jr. and Freitag 2011)), or occurs when growth in a minimal medium has
exhausted the limiting nutrient. If we consider a processing plant environment: floors and other areas are
routinely contaminated with food residues that presumably a rich growth environment. Niches and hard to
clean areas likely present sporadically rich food sources which are depleted quickly and thus possibly
present the opportunity for stationary and LTS growth phases. Food contact surfaces may present
continuous culture type situations.
Therefore, in considering the literature on starvation of Listeria we must be aware of the
conditions used by the researchers and note the similarities and differences. Previous work has shown
that at room temperature, L. monocytogenes can express a starvation survival response when suspended
in phosphate buffer (Lungu, Ricke, and Johnson 2008; Lungu et al. 2010). In a non-buffered system,
Besnard et al (2000) demonstrated L. monocytogenes strains Scott A, CNL 895807, LO 28, and ATCC
19115 individually starved in sterile distilled water with and without 7% NaCl at either 20°C or 4°C
exhibited slightly more rapid culturable count decline. Measuring culturability by spread-plating, and
viability with direct-viable-counts of elongation and CTC-DAPI double staining for respiration, only L.
monocytogenes strains Scott A and CNL 895807 entered a VBNC state (Besnard, Federighi, and
Cappelier 2000). We therefore sought to observe L. monocytogenes starved in un-buffered water at 4°C
and to evaluate some aspects of its metabolism during the process.

C.

Methods

Bacterial cultures
Single colonies from streak plates of L. monocytogenes strains EGD-e, Scott A, F2365, and HCC23 were
grown individually in TSB with 200 rpm agitation at 37°C in 125 ml bottles. Overnight cultures were
centrifuged, the supernatant decanted, the cell pellet washed with PBS twice, and then washed twice with
cold Milli-Q water (EMD Millipore, Billerica, MA). Cell concentrations of these suspended cells were
estimated using OD (600 nm, Beckman DU640 spectrophotometer) and a standard curve. Approximately
400 ml of sterile, cold Milli-Q water was inoculated to approximately 107 CFU/ml in glass bottles (hereafter
referred to as cell suspensions) and stored at 4°C with 100 rpm agitation for the duration of the
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experiment (Figure X), with the exception of replicate 3 where for a period of 5 days between weeks 2
and 4 the cell suspensions without agitation due to equipment failure.
Plating
Spread plating was performed by serial 10-fold dilutions in 4°C PBS. The preliminary repetition (repetition
0) used regular TSA plates prepared from powder. Herbert and Foster (2001) found that L.
monocytogenes starved of glucose for 7 days were sensitive to peroxide. Therefore, since other work
(Tanaka et al. 2014) has found that agar and phosphate buffer autoclaved together produced H2O2, the
subsequent replicates (1, 2, and 3) were plated on plates prepared from TSB and agar autoclaved
separately and mixed under sterile conditions after autoclaving (TS-A). For anaerobic recovery of
bacteria, TS-A plates were prepared as above with addition of filter-sterilized cysteine-HCl · H2O (0.5 g L1, (Knabel

et al. 1990)) and rezasurin (0.01 g L-1, (Lungu et al. 2010)). They were placed in an anaerobic

chamber (Coy Laboratories, Grass Lake, MI) for at least 3 days to allow them to come to equilibrium
oxygen content. Metabolic inhibitor samples, both aerobic and anaerobic, were plated using track plating
(Jett et al. 1997) (using 10 µl) on TS-A plates when possible unless otherwise noted.
Transmission electron microscopy
Ten-milliliters of cell suspension were centrifuged in 1-ml aliquots. Eight-hundred microliters was removed
from each microfuge tube, and the remaining supernatants and cells pellets combined into two tubes.
They were centrifuged again, the supernatant removed, and Karnosky’s fixative added. Samples were
kept fixed in Karnosky’s at 4°C until the end of the experiment. When ready to embed the samples, the
cells were rinsed three times in 0.05 M cacodylate buffer and fixed in 1% osmium tetroxide, buffered in
0.05M cacodylate buffer. After rinsing, they were pre-stained in 0.5% uranyl acetate overnight. Samples
were dehydrated with a graded ethanol series ending in a 50:50 mix of EtOH and Spurr’s medium, and
then embedded in Spurr’s. Imaging was performed using a JEOL transmission electron microscope
(TEM; JEOL USA, Peabody, MA).
Growth curves of starved cells
Spread plates were saved from each week’s plating, sealed in parafilm, and stored at 4°C. Using the
method of Oxman, Alon, and Dekel (2008), colonies from plates of viable counts were picked to inoculate
a 96-well plate. Ideally, 88 colonies from each strain were picked into 88 wells and remaining 8 wells were
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used as negative controls, with each well containing 200 µl of TSB. When 88 colonies were not available
(due to low numbers on spread plates), all the available colonies were picked. Growth was observed
using OD600 at 37°C for 24 hours in a TECAN microplate incubator (TECAN Infinite® 200, Tecan Group
Ltd., Männedorf, Switzerland) every 10 minutes. After the experiment, 100 µl sterile 30% glycerol was
added to each well and the plate frozen at -80°C until the data was analyzed.
Often when growing cultures, a colony is picked into liquid media, and then after a period of
growth, serially transferred into new media once or twice. The theory supporting this approach is that the
cells are given time to adjust to the medium and so the second liquid culture represents a more realistic
growth of the cells. We wondered therefore whether the growth rates would change from the first plate
(hereafter referred to as Colony) to a new plate with these cells that were now “adjusted” (hereafter
referred to as “10 µl Transfer”). For repetitions 2 and 3, after the first 24-hour incubation in the microplate
reader (Colony), the plate was removed and 10 µl from each well was transferred into a new 96-well-plate
with sterile TSB; the new plate was run under the same conditions (10 µl Transfer).
Optical density data in Excel was transferred into JMP, natural log transformed, and analyzed.
The data was trimmed to include the time with the maximum growth rate (µmax), including no less than 10
data points. A fit line function will be used to calculate the slope of the line using linear regression, as
were 4-parameter Logistic and 4-parameter Gompertz equations. Maxiumum growth rates (µ) were the
slope of the line (Linear regression) or the growth rate parameter from the equations (Logistic and
Gompertz).
Four analyses to test of equal variances were performed using JMP (SAS Institute Inc, Cary, NC)
across weeks per strain, O’Brien (1979), Brown-Forsythe (1974), Levene (1960), and Bartlett (Bartlett and
Kendall 1946). If the p-values were less than 0.05 for all four then the variances were concluded to be
not-equal. If only Bartlett’s had a p-value less than 0,05 then the data was concluded to be non-normally
distributed., then Welch’s test (Welch 1951) was used to determine whether the means were significantly
different (p<0.05).
Metabolic inhibitors
In order to assess some aspects of the starving L. monocytogenes’ metabolism, 5 metabolic
inhibitors were used (Table 1). Cell suspensions (200 µl) were withdrawn from bottles and placed in
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sterile tubes with the 20 µl of the respective metabolic inhibitor. The tubes were stored at 4°C for 24 hours
and then track plated (Jett et al. 1997) on both aerobic and anaerobic TS-A plates. If counts fell below the
level of quantification (LOQ), spread plating was used where possible. Inhibitors DNP, AR, FL, and CY
were studied in repetitions 1, 2, and 3; IA was studied in repetitions 2 and 3 only.

D.

Results

TEM
Freshly suspended cells demonstrated intact membranes, dense cytosols, and many cells with various
stages of division visible (Figure 1). The remains of septation were seen in fresh cells (Figure 2) but not at
any point after starving (Figures 3-6). Traditional TEM techniques, as were applied here, can cause
aggregation of DNA (Eltsov and Zuber 1006) however the nucleoid may be present near the septation
point (Figure 1). After 2 weeks the cytosols were considerably less dense when viewed from a crosssection axially but retain some density when the cell was cross-sectioned length-wise (Figure 3). After 4
weeks of starvation, many of the exterior membranes were degraded (Figure 4); intact cells were still
present, as were lysed and ghost cells (Figure 5). However, none of the starved cells exhibited the
dramatic and very distinct lysis observed elsewhere (Guo et al. 2016). While ghost and lysed cells were
present, it is interesting that the majority of cells still had intact membranes, if a bit tattered. Some cells
exhibited the cytoplasm pulling away from the membrane (Figure 6). We hypothesized that lysed cell
debris would enhance the cohesiveness of a pellet when centrifuged, but we observed that the cells were
more difficulty to centrifuge into a firm pellet and were more sensitive to agitation (when spread plating),
after any period of starvation.
Culturable counts
Plate counts fell below the level of quantification (LOQ) for spread plating by week 6, except for strain
Scott A which fell below the LOQ at week 4 (Figure 7); Therefore for repetition 2 we lowered the LOQ by
10-fold with centrifugation (2 min. at 16,000xg; Eppendorf 5415C centrifuge), and 100-fold for repetition 3
by filtration (10 ml through Isopore hydrophobic membranes, EMD Millipore, Billerica, MA). Declines in
plate counts represent a loss of approximately 1 log CFU per ml loss per week, except for Scott A which
rapidly declined to approximately 4 log CFU per ml in the first 2 weeks. This is slightly greater loss per
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week than found by Lungu et al (2010) when they starved L. monocytogenes 10403S in phosphate
buffered saline at 23°C. While cooler temperatures used in this experiment should have enhanced L.
monocytogenes survival, the lack of buffering in this experiment’s starvation solution may have forced the
cells to expend extra effort to maintain intracellular solute levels.
For cells starved 0 and 2 weeks, there were no differences (P<0.05) between aerobically and
anaerobically isolated mean CFU/ml counts for each of the 4 strains. For week 4, only strains EGD-e and
F2365 had sufficient colonies to compare, and no strain-strain differences were detectable (P<0.05; data
not shown). When aerobic plate counts had fallen to near the LOQ, often anaerobically incubated plates
had too few colonies to use to calculate CFU/ml. Additionally, colonies were present for strains Scott A
and HCC23 after 4 weeks of starvation when plates were incubated aerobically, but not anaerobically.
Therefore, anaerobic conditions may negatively influence starved Scott A and HCC23 cells to recover
after multiple weeks of starvation. This pattern was also observed for all 4 strains at week 6.

Metabolic inhibitors
Sodium iodoacetate was an effective inhibitor on all strains, both when the cells were healthy and when
the cells were starved for either 2 or 4 weeks (Figure 8); following contact, each strain’s populations were
always reduced below the LOD. For newly suspended cells, this equated to a 5-6 log CFU per ml
reduction. Since there were sufficiently high concentrations of L. monocytogenes EGD-e at week 6 we
evaluated the metabolic inhibitors at that time as well. As with early weeks, IA treatments reduced cell
populations below the LOQ (data not shown).
Testing concentrations of IA from 100 µM up to 350 mM, Even et al (1999) reported that 200 µM
IA completely inhibited growth of Lactococcus lactis, and 500 µM completely inhibited glyceraldehyde-3phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH). The addition of 5 mM IA to actively growing cultures of L.
monocytogenes of 10403S WT or sigB mutant in BHI at either 37 or 23°C resulted in the cessation of
growth and beginning of death as measured by OD600 (Milillo et al. 2015). The same strains subjected to
starvation in phosphate buffer and exposed to 1 mM IA aerobically, declined from 9 log CFU per ml to
approximately 4 log CFU per ml after 7 days at 23°C (Lungu et al. 2010); within 2 weeks the
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concentrations of both strains declined below detectable limits. However, anaerobically incubated cells
were not influenced by IA (Lungu et al. 2010).
If IA indeed inhibits L. monocytogenes’ GAPDH, the step of glycolysis immediately preceding the
production of ATP in the conversion of 1,3-bisphosphoglycertate to 3-phosphoglycerate, then all ATP
production in glycolysis should have been prevented. If starved L. monocytogenes did not require ATP
during starvation, then IA should have had no effect upon the culturability of starved cells. Since, IA
completely reduced culturable L. monocytogenes, it suggests that starving L. monocytogenes require
active production of ATP, that the ATP produced from 1,3-bisphosphoglycertate is important to the cell’s
survival, and that the cell is actively metabolizing an unidentified substrate involved in glycolysis.
The compound DNP was observed to have almost as great an inhibition as IA on all four strains
(Figure 8). It dissipates PMF, which could cause the cell to continue to expend ATP. In BHI growth
experiments, 5 mM DNP reduced growth of L. monocytogenes 10403S wild-type and a σB-mutant at both
23°C and 37°C as compared to growth in BHI without a metabolic inhibitor (Milillo et al. 2015). During
starvation experiments, 10 mM DNP decreased the survival ability of L. monocytogenes in both strains
(Lungu et al. 2010); starvation under anaerobic conditions increased the inhibitory effect of DNP (Lungu
et al. 2010). In both sets of experiments, DNP was added toward the beginning of the experiment to
assess how the dissipation of the PMF influenced the cells during the starvation time frame. Since DNP
does not stop the production of ATP, but does contribute to its expenditure, it is reasonable that it did not
completely inhibit the L. monocytogenes populations as much as IA.
Sodium fluoride inhibits the glycolytic enolase immediately before the conversion of
phosphoenolpyruvate to pyruvate, which also produces ATP. The addition of FL did not have a negative
influence on newly suspended or starved L. monocytogenes (Figure 8). This suggests that the ATP
molecule produced after the glycolytic enolase was not necessary for cell survival; other possibilities
include the cell shuttling 2-phosphoglycerate into an alternate pathway, or FL causing the cell to reduce
its energy requirements. In Streptococcus salivarius glucose uptake was decreased due to reduced
availability of PEP for use by the PTSs (Kanapka and Hamilton 1971). Sodium fluoride can also influence
the activity of glucan-binding proteins in streptococci (Luengpailin, Banas, and Doyle 2000). In rabbit
muscle, fluoride inhibits the enolase (phosphoglycerate hydratase) by binding with the enzyme in
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conjunction with Mg2+ and phosphate (Wang and Himoe 1974). Supporting our findings, Milillo et al
(2015) found that sodium fluoride at 5 mM concentration in BHI, had the least inhibitory effect (as
compared to other metabolic inhibitors) as measured by maximum growth rate and maximum O.D. for L.
monocytogenes 10403S wild-type and a σB-mutant at both 23°C and 37°C. However the work of Lungu et
al (2010) might suggest the contrary. They evaluated the effect of 10 mM FL in starvation of L.
monocytogenes 10403S and a σB-mutant aerobically and anaerobically. They found that plate counts of
cells under aerobic incubation at 23°C with SF rapidly dropped off (3 log reduction at 7 days and another
6 log reduction at 14 days) (Lungu et al. 2010). Anaerobically incubated cells did not lose viability over 28
days (as compared to controls without SF) (Lungu et al. 2010). These results suggest that L.
monocytogenes maintains its active glycolytic processes during aerobic starvation and, in the continued
presence of oxygen, is unable to switch to starvation-stress-responses typical of anaerobic starvation
upon the inhibition of the glycolytic enolase. Unknown is whether transferring aerobically, and thus dying,
cells to an anaerobic environment would be sufficient to trigger survival mechanisms in the presence of
SF. However, we did not observe improvement in anaerobically incubated cells which had been treated
with FL as compared to the controls (data not shown). However, future work could test for the production
of metabolites characteristic of fermentation.
Similar results were seen with the addition of AR, which inhibits pyruvate dehydrogenase (PDH).
However at 23°C in the presence of oxygen AR caused both L. monocytogenes 20403S and a sigB
mutant to decline to below the LOD over 28 days (Lungu et al. 2010) while the control maintained 6-7 log
CFU / ml. Perhaps temperature and/or the presenting of buffering play a role in inhibiting PDH.
We observed mixed effects of CY on L. monocytogenes EGD-e, HCC23, F2365, and Scott A
(Figure 8). It did not influence cells at week 0, nor at week 2 for EGD-e, HCC23, or F2365. Ten millimolar
CY inhibited both WT and a sigB mutant of L. monocytogenes 10403S to survive starvation in phosphate
buffer at 23°C aerobic incubation (Lungu et al. 2010). Both strains survived starvation better over 28 days
when incubated anaerobically, however there was a 2-3 log CFU ml-1 difference between the control
strains and CY treated strains (Lungu et al. 2010). Five-millimolar potassium cyanide decreased the
growth rate of both strains in BHI at both 37 and 23°C (Milillo et al. 2015). At 37°C, both strains exhibited
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a slowed growth rate followed by a death phase, whereas at 23°C both strains exhibited slowed growth
rates with a plateau but no death phase (Milillo et al. 2015).

Growth rates of cells
Fitting a linear regression to the appropriate time points for each growth curve in JMP was initially
performed by hand (N=3,297). Due to the time intensiveness of this approach, a program was written in
the JMP scripting language (JSL); the program accurately performs the task that was done by hand and
is able to predict the by-hand values with an R2 of 0.991 (Figure 10); Hereafter, all growth rates from a
linear regression were calculated by the script (See appendix 1 for the script). Four-parameter Logistic
and Gompertz equations failed to calculate growth rates which could accurately predict those from linear
regression or which were biologically relevant (data not shown). Hereafter, only growth rates calculated
by linear regression are presented.
The distribution of population growth rates at every week are not the same, as demonstrated by
differing variances (Table 2), with the exception of the 10 µl growth rates for F2365 where it could not be
concluded that the variances were unequal. Mean growth rates by strain also differed across weeks
(Table 2: Welch’s ANOVA). Thus both the population mean growth rates and the distribution of growth
rate variability change over as the cell populations are starved. This holds true regardless of whether the
cells were recovered under aerobic or anaerobic conditions. If aerobically isolated values and
anaerobically isolated values are condensed and the analysis re-run, the conclusions are the same; we
therefore used the condensed values for further analysis. The reduction in growth rate variance range in
10-µl transfers (Figure 11) suggests that the starvation conditions did not drastically alter biological
growth rates and that making a serial transfer of an overnight culture produces more consistent growth
rate results. It also highlights the heterogeneous states of colonies on TSA plates in being prepared to
grow. To consider whether the differences in mean growth rates are biologically significant, consider the
10-µl transfers only. While differences are found between the week’s means (P<0.05), the greatest gap is
between weeks 2 and 4 of strain EGD-e with only a difference of means of 0.16 per hour.
From week 0 of repetition 3, there were multiple extra spread plates of L. monocytogenes EGD-e
and Scott A after picking colonies initially. We therefore continued to store the plates at 4°C for 3 months
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and then picked colonies and ran growth rates (Figure 9). Of most interest is that the variability of the
µmaxs changed over the 3 months, using the tests for unequal variances (O’Brien, Brown-Forsythe,
Levene, and Bartlett), for those picked from the plates. However, only Bartlett’s test was significant
(P<0.05) for those from the 10-µl serial transfer; this suggests non-normality of the data.
The implications of these results for refrigerated food products which L. monocytogenes can
contaminate is not known. Interesting to consider is how cells picked from a TSA plate could have higher
growth rates than TSB adapted (10 µl transfer) cells. This could be reflection of a measurement artifact or
perhaps there is something unique about the cells coming directly off of the TSA plates which have
prepared them for more rapid growth. Avery and Buncic (1997) found that growth potential was affected
by storage at 4°C. In essence the assay used in this study looked at the population differences over time.
In three separate experimental repetitions, populations were grown, washed, and suspended in starvation
solution. Using a time series approach, sub-samples of the cell suspension were diluted and plated. Then
approximately 88 members of each of those suspensions at each time point were assessed.
Some of the week and strain growth curves exhibit what appears to the naked eye to be very
large variations in lag phase; however due to the difficulties in calculating lag phase from OD
measurements (Swinnen et al. 2004; Rolfe et al. 2012) determining how to quantify the differences will
constitute a separate publication. Origin of L. monocytogenes isolate has been shown by others to
influence generation time distributions (Durack, Ross, and Bowman 2013).
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G.

Figures and tables

Figure 1: L. monocytogenes strain HCC23 freshly suspended in Milli-Q water viewed with TEM. Arrow
indicates potential nucleoid.
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Figure 2: L. monocytogenes strain HCC23 freshly suspended in Milli-Q water viewed with TEM, recently
septated.
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Figure 3: L. monocytogenes HCC23 starved for 2 weeks.
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Figure 4: L. monocytogenes HCC23 after 4 weeks of starvation.
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Figure 5: A lysed L. monocytogenes HCC23 cell at week 4 of starvation.
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Figure 6: Cytoplasm pulling away from membrane in L. monocytogenes HCC23 starved for 8 weeks.
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Figure 7: Decline in culturable L. monocytogenes EGD-e, HCC23, F2365, and Scott A over time being starved in unbuffered Milli-Q water at 4°C
for 4 experimental replicates. Week 0 represents newly suspended cells; each individual experimental replicate represented by differently textured
bars. Line marks LOQ for spread plate counts on TSA. Weeks within a strain with different upper case letters represent different means (P<0.05;
JMP, SAS Institute, Inc; for weeks 0, 2, and 4). a Cell suspensions concentrated by centrifugation to lower the LOQ by 10-fold. Repetition 3, week
6 cell suspensions were filtered through Iso-pore hydrophobic membranes (EMD Millipore, Billerica, MA).to lower the LOQ 100-fold and the values
represent Log MPN per ml. Asterisks indicate counts were below the respective LOQ.
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Figure 8: Log CFU per ml counts of L. monocytogenes EGD-e, HCC23, F2365, and Scott A after exposure to metabolic inhibitors at 4°C for 24
hours, after starvation for the respective number of weeks. Marker shape indicates experimental repetition (1, dot; 2, plus; 3, square). Asterisks
indicate samples for which at least one of the experimental replicates were below the LOQ. Metabolic inhibitors: C, control; AR, 10 mM sodium
arsenite; CY, 10 mM potassium cyanide; FL, 10 mM sodium fluoride; DNP, 10 mM 2,4-dinitrophenol; IA, 1 mM sodium iodoacetate.

Figure 9: Maximum specific growth rates of L. monocytogenes EGD-e and Scott A from colonies picked
from spread plates, which had been stored at 4°C, in January and April respectively; and from the serial
transfer of 10 µl into new broth. Tests for variance equality found unequal variances for both strains when
picked from colonies. When 10-µl was serially transferred, only Bartlett’s test was significant, indicating
non-normality of the data.
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Figure 10: Maximum specific growth rates, calculated with linear regression using 10 data points, fit byhand as predicted by those fit with a JMP script (N=3,297). With an R2 of 0.991 the correlation is very
strong. Therefore, due to the time savings, use of the script is recommended, and all growth rates
presented from linear regression are calculated by the script.
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Figure 11: Distribution of maximum specific growth rates over time for L. monocytogenes EGD-e, HCC23,
F2365, and Scott A, comparing those picked directly from TSA colonies and those from 1 serial transfer.
For all strains at each time point, the variances are unequal (P<0.05). Means for L. monocytogenes EGDe, F2365, and Scott A are not equal (Welch’s ANOVA); means for L. monocytogenes HCC23 could not be
concluded to be not equal (P-values were 0.1995, 0.3892, and 0.1038 for weeks 0, 2, and 4 respectively).
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Table 1: Test statistics for unequal variances of growth rates across weeks and, assuming unequal variances, for equal means
(Welch’s; an ANOVA for means with unequal variances). Significant P-values for Welch’s indicates that the means are different.
Bartlett
Brown-Forsythe
Levene
O'Brien[.5]
Welch's
F Ratio P-value F Ratio P-value F Ratio P-value F Ratio P-value F Ratio P-value
EGD-e

Aerobic
Anaerobic

F2365

Aerobic
Anaerobic

HCC23

Aerobic
Anaerobic

Scott A

Aerobic
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Anaerobic

Colony
10 µl Transfer
Colony
10 µl Transfer
Colony
10 µl Transfer
Colony
10 µl Transfer
Colony
10 µl Transfer
Colony
10 µl Transfer
Colony
10 µl Transfer
Colony
10 µl Transfer

16.82
61.41
45.28
37.29
11.62
79.22
9.14
2.99
9.79
27.95
37.83
73.62
30.52
26.75
70.99
114.99

<.0001
<.0001
<.0001
<.0001
<.0001
<.0001
<.0001
0.0501
<.0001
<.0001
<.0001
<.0001
<.0001
<.0001
<.0001
<.0001

29.27
31.21
47.30
35.86
4.30
80.07
22.34
2.51
10.11
19.29
18.18
19.92
11.77
21.06
33.77
14.72

<.0001 39.45
<.0001 145.28
<.0001 96.57
<.0001 114.02
0.0051
7.00
<.0001 145.85
<.0001 22.71
0.0833
3.61
<.0001 11.99
<.0001 19.57
<.0001 32.24
<.0001 27.44
<.0001 12.67
<.0001 30.87
<.0001 34.99
<.0001 50.43

<.0001 33.24
<.0001 14.73
<.0001 52.83
<.0001 50.18
0.0001
9.43
<.0001 116.11
<.0001
7.83
0.0283
0.21
<.0001
8.09
<.0001 28.08
<.0001 17.82
<.0001
7.93
<.0001
8.54
<.0001
5.16
<.0001 32.94
<.0001 17.98

<.0001
28.76
<.0001 1341.89
<.0001
163.12
<.0001
197.81
<.0001
13.19
<.0001
63.13
<.0001
10.74
0.8108
23.76
<.0001
15.74
<.0001
102.37
<.0001
29.99
0.0004
114.99
<.0001
8.58
0.0016
118.21
<.0001
7.56
<.0001
139.36

<.0001
<.0001
<.0001
<.0001
<.0001
<.0001
<.0001
<.0001
<.0001
<.0001
<.0001
<.0001
<.0001
<.0001
0.0005
<.0001
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Appendix 1
Names Default To Here( 1 );
// open the data table
dt = Current Data Table();
Summarize( dt, Well List = by( :Well ) );
dt << color by column(:Well);
// Pass through each Well's data and find the best 10 contiguous points
// with the best slope
For( i = 1, i <= N Items( Well List ), i++,
// Setup the Lists to contain the determined 10 data points with highest slope

dt << select where( :Well == Well List[i] );
bestbeta = 0;
startrow = 0;
yall = :Ln OD 600[dt << get selected rows];
xall = :Time[dt << get selected rows];
For( k = 1, k <= N Rows( xall ) - 10, k++,
x = xall[k :: k + 9];
x = J( N Row( x ), 1, 1 ) || x;
y = yall[k :: k + 9];

// regression calculations
xpxi = Inverse( x` * x );
beta = xpxi * x` * y;

If( Abs( beta[2] ) > bestbeta,
bestbeta = Abs( beta[2] );
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startrow = (dt<<get selected rows)[k];
);
);
For( k = Min( dt << get selected rows ), k <= Max( dt << get selected rows ), k++,
If( startrow<= k <= startrow + 9,
Row State( k ) = Excluded State( 0 ),Row State( k ) = Excluded State( 1 )
);
);
);

// Create the graphical output
Bivariate( Y( :Ln OD 600 ), X( :Time ), Group By( :Well ), Fit Line( 1 ) );
// Create combined data table
Report( Bivariate [1])[Table box(3)]
<< Make Combined Data Table;
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V.

Conclusion
L. monocytogenes is a unique pathogen with a wide range of environments in which it can thrive

(Sauders et al. 2012). In even more environmental conditions it is able to survive extreme stresses, from
high salt (Gardan et al. 2003), to desiccation, from starvation to limited nutrient soils. As a soil organism it
can infect farm animals, including poultry. These results (Jarvis et al. 2016) demonstrate that L.
monocytogenes is able to escape HD11 macrophage-like cell phagolysosomes, replicate within the
macrophage, and cause HD11 cell lysis. In addition, L. monocytogenes inhibits the proliferation of HD11
cells (Jarvis et al. 2016). The question remains as to why more outbreaks of listeriosis are not observed in
chicken flocks, and what role contaminated poultry plays in the presence of L. monocytogenes in food
products.
Both L. monocytogenes EGD-e and Scott A did well in vitro with HD11 with few differences
discernable between the two (Jarvis et al. 2016). However, when these two strains were compared under
starving conditions, EGD-e survived to greater extent. All four strains subjected to starving conditions at
4°C (EGD-e, Scott A, HCC23, and F2365), were completely susceptible to sodium iodoacetate. This
suggests that L. monocytogenes is actively using its glycolytic system during the starvation process. The
results obtained with sodium fluoride and sodium arsenite confirm this. These findings bolster the
evidence for starving L. monocytogenes being in an actively metabolizing state. Related to this is the still
open question of L. monocytogenes being able to enter a viable but non-culturable state. If the cells are
indeed continuing to metabolize as they lose culturability, then it may be the case that they continue to
transcribe genes. In fact there is some evidence suggesting so (Lindbäck et al. 2010). The implications
are that these cells may be undetectable to traditional culture methods, but would be positive for some
molecular assays. This could influence product recalls, and/or call into question the traditional
understanding of bacterial viability.
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